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ABSTRACT

I compared Atlantic Puffin chick diet and reproductive performance at the Gannet

Islands. Labrador during 1996-98 [0 that recorded I) in a similar study undertaken during

1981-1983 at the Gannet Islands prior to a decline in capclin abundance, and 2) at Gull

Island, Witless Bay. Newfoundland where capelin were abundant. 1hypothesized that

chick diet quality and breeding parameters would be dramatically lower at the Gannet

Islands in the 1990s. During 1996-1998 al the Gannet Islands, puffin chick diet biomass

comprised 3 to 25 % capclin and only in 1996 was breeding success dramatically lower

(by 40 %) than any other study colony or year. Chick mass growth rate, and peak and

tledging mass were lower in the 1990s than 19805 yet similar to that at Gull Island.

Sandlance was the main alternate prey and was significantly higher in lipid, protein and

energy density than capclin at both colonies. Atlantic Puffins exhibited behavioural

plasticity with respect to foraging and reproduction in a temporally and spatially highly

variablecnvirorunent.
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CHAPTER ONE

GENERAL lNTRODUCTlON

Behavioural responses of seabirds 10 environmental change have been found to

occur at di ffcrenl temporal and spatial scales for pllf1U1lCterS such as population size..

clutch size. breeding phenology. chide growth. diet and feeding rates (Schneider and

Hunt 1984. Cairns 1987. MonlevC(:chi 1993). Though difficult to predict. changes in

measured seabird parametCl'S have allowed researcbcn to infer causal links between

variation in the marine environment and prey base (Ainley and Bockelbc;dc 1983.

MacCall 1984. Harris and Hislop 1978. Haney 1991, Montcvecchi and Bcnuti 1991.

Cairns 1992. Monaghan 1996). intcr-spccific and intra-specific competition (Baird 1991,

Bryant 1998), predation (Cairns 1985. Craik 1997. Russcil and Montcvcc;:chi 1996),

breeding habitat (Nettlcship 1972) and human disturbance (Ollason and DuMct 1980.

Rodway and Montcvcc;:chi 1996).

This thesis is concmM:d with variation in prey base and how that effcds breeding

seabirds. In broad tcnns. the optimal foraging theory suggests that foraging animals

should not nvc) further than ncccssary &om the brccding colony 10 find their food

(Cairns 1992). Despite being constrained to a central place during the breeding season.

seabirds appear 10 have considerable capacity 10 buffer effects of changing food

availability (Burxer and Pian 1990). However. as food supply dl:c::rcascs, birds may



spend more rime and effort foraging{Caims 1992). Studies on long-lived seabirds lead

us 10 expect lIlat parents which reach the point where free time is exhausted will trade off

current for future reproductive success. reproductive perfonnance may detCfCl)rate or they

may completely abandon breeding ancmplS because perceived risks to their survival are

too great (Monaghan f!I a/. 1989a. 1989b; Cairns 1992. Wemham and Bryant 1998). I SCI

out to establish a food supply link to foraging behaviour and reproductive parameters of

Atlantic Puffins Fratf!TCUla Qrctica in the Northwest Atlantic. My study began after lIle

virtual evacuatton of capdin Ma/lolw vi/losw, !he appaRnt main prey of puffins in the

Northwest Atlantic. from the sourthem Labrador coast (see Page 6). Compltle breeding

failure under these prey conditions was thought to be eminent. thus I anticipated being

able to observe either the threshold where Allantic Puffin trade off current for future

reproductive success or how they buffer the effects of food stress. Originally, I sought to

quantify Atlantic Puffin rime-activity budget with electronic temperature logging devices

(Stowaway Tidbit. Onset Computer Corporation) which produce unique a signature for

each. activity ofnying, diving and resting on the water surface, on lIle colony slope and

inside the nest burrow. Unfortunately, the temperature logging devices proved to have a

greater effect on puffin behaviour than the food stress event as the devices were too heavy

and bulky.

In recent decades prior to this thesis, puffin diet and reproductive success in

Witless Bay, southeastern Newfoundland supposedly was not extremely variable. The



proportion ofcapdin biomass in puffin nestling did at Great Island, Witless Bay, for six

ofseven years between 1969 and 1984, ranged from 7810 94 % capdin, 1010 15 ¥,

sandlancc Ammodytes spp. and the remainder was ilTltl1alW'e gadids or miscellaneous

items (Neuleship 1972. 1991). Rodwayand Montcvca:hi (1996) also found that Atlantic

Puffins at Gteatlsland. Witless Bay fed nestlings a did of83 % (by mass) capelin

between 1992 and 1994. Alternate prey consisted of mainly sandlancc 13 %. and the

remainder was immature cod Gadus and Boreogadw spp. « 5 %) and misccllaneous

items. This low variability in prey harvest at Great Island over decades made it scan that

puffins were preferentially selecting capclin and that they employed. nearly fixed

foraging strategy. MIlCh of the ~ird rcscarch in Newfoundland was conducted in

Witless Bay and the tdationship between capelin and puffins was so strong apparently

lhat Nenleship (1991) hypothesized that the distribution and abundance of capelin was

homogeneous throughout the east coast of Newfoundland. However, capclin biomass

estimates rqKM1ed by Carscaddcn (1984) showed that capclin abundance in Witless Bay

(NAFO subarea 3L) were uniquely high. In fact. capdin biomass estimates were higher

in Witless Bay than estimates combined for eastern Newfoundland and southern

I...abr.tdor, area 2J3K. To establish whether Atlantic Puffin did and the distribution of

capelin were homogeneous required further study of puffins and their pee)' at

Newfoundland colonies other than those in Witless Bay.

In 1992·95. Russcil (1999) found evidence from breeding Atlantic Puffins that



contradicted the hypothesis that diets of piscivorous seabirds are homogeneous

throughout eastern Newfoundland. Allanric Puffin nestling diets at Baccalieu (subarea

3L), Small and Funk Islands (subarea 3K) located on the cast coast orinsular

Newfoundland contained very diffcm'lt proportions of capclin depending on geographic

location (Russell 1999). Russell (1999) fotmd that breeding pcrfonnance was similar in

regions of high and low capclin availability because Allantic Puffins were able to utilize

altema!e prey. At Small and Funk Islands, o-group post-larval sandlance and l;uvall

group capelin successfully replaced mature capclin as part of a prey suite including

juvenile shannies, 5Culpins. herring, and white hake in addition to several species of small

miscellaneous pI'CY (Russell 1999). As was reported in othet-studies. Russell (1999)

found that larval gadids were apparently selected against and had low dietary value

(Barrett et al.1987, Russell 1999. this document). Unlike studies in Willess Bay

(Nenleship 1972, 1991; Rodwayand Montevecchi 1996), Russell (1999) found high

inter-annual variability in Atlantic Puffin chick diet as the nann. A study by Birkhead

and Nenleship (1983. 1985) at the Gannet Islands, Labrador in the early 19805 showed

that puffin chick diet included 17 % by mass capelin in 1981, 74 % in 1982 and 70 0/. in

1983. At the Gannet Islands, mature sandlance (64 % biomass) replaced capelin in 1981

with no evidence that Atlantic Puffin reproductive performance was inhibited or

enhanced. Other prey taxa in the Gannet Islands Atlantic Puffin chick diet included

Arctic Cod BoreogaJl1S saiJa. l;uval sandlance, crustaceans and other unidentified small



prey species (Birkhead and Nettleship 1985). Contrary to popular opinion and excepting

the Witless Bay area, Atlantic Puffin prey assemblages actually exhibited high

interannual variability between and among regions with no instances of breeding failure

and puffins used alternate prey to rear young successfully. Atlantic Puffins in the

Northwest Atlantic appear to resilient to prey variation with the cost likely expressed in

foraging time and adult energy expenditure. There was one documented case in Witless

Bay. Newfoundland in which the proportion ofcapelin fed to Atlantic Puffin chicks at

Great Island from decreased from 80 - 100 Die (by mass) in previous years to 10 % in

198\ and caused total breeding failure during that one year (Nettleship 1991). However.

no ooncensus has been reached as to whether total breeding failure actually occurred.

Extreme cases ofbreeding failure have been docwnented tor seabird communities around

the globe, for example guano birds in Peru (DufIY 1983) and Black Guillemots in the

Black Sea (Bergman 1978). However, the only known instance ofcomplete breeding

failure of Atlantic Puffins occurred at R0st on the central Norwegian coast. This

breeding failure was apparently directly related to a crash in the Allantic-SCandian

herring stocks (Anker-Nilssen and Rostad 1993).

A dramatit.: change in abundance of capelin before the onset of my study allowed

me to test hypotheses on the resilience of puffins to a variable prey environment.

Capelin. a small smell, are known to be a principle prey of seabirds in low-arctic waters

of the Northwest Atlantic (Brown and Nettleship 1984). Capelin were the object of a



traditional Newfoundland inshore fishery for centuries and in 1971 an international

offshore capelin fishery began offNewoundland waters (Netlleship 1991). As a

commercially important fish resource, infonnation on biomass, distribution and age class

struaute ofcapetin an: studied in detail by the Canadian Department ofFisberies and

Oceans (DFO). However, relatively linle islmown of non-commercially imponant

pelagic forage fish such as sandlance. Capelin mignue from offshore banks of

Newfoundland and Labrador to inshore coastal waters and beaches each spring to spawn

(Nakashima 1992). The spawning aggregations consist of3-5 year old fish (gravid

females, spent females and mature males) mixed with immature or I-group fish as well as

young of tile year ().group fish. In ICNAFINAFO subarea 3L, capelin from the Avalon

stock: spawn 00 beaches of the Avalon Pmninsula. Newfoundland in June and July. This

spawning aggregation coincides with the chick-rearing period of seabirds at the Witless

Bay Ecological Reserve, southeast Newfoundland. Funher nonh in southern Labrador

(ICANFfNAFO subarea 2J), Stock A capelin rypically migrate nonh along the beaches of

soutll Labrador in late July and August and are availabile to seabirds provisioning chicks

the Gannet Islands Ecological Reserve. Atlantic Puffins at both the southeastern

Newfoundland and the south Labrador colonies typically fed chicks 6().80 % (by mass)

capelin (Netlleship 1972. 1991; Birkhead and Nenleship 1985, Rodway and Montevecchi

1996). Then a dramatic change occum:d in the spawning migration panern of capelin in

Labrador. During the late 1980s, capelin exhibited a population shift offshore and south



to the Northeast Newfoundland Shdf(J. Anderson pcrsoanI communication); capclin had

ceased 10 spawn in Labrador in 1992. Thus, IS far as we know, for atleasl five

conscquctive years at the Gannet Islands prior to my study, puffins were unable 10 access

spawning aggrcgabons ofcapclin during Ibc breeding scasofl.

To restate. the purpose of my study was 10 examine Al1lf1tic Puffin breeding

response 10 a depletion in prey source at the Gannet Islands, Labrador and determine

whether or oollhey were able to effectively rear young using allernarive pfe:y. I

compam:l Allantic Puffin dlick diet and growth., productivily and adult mass al1hc

Gannet: Islands, labrador during 1996-98 10 that in a pr'Cvious stUdy condUCIed by

Birkhead and Nettleship (1985) in 1981, 1982 and 1983. Additionally, I conducted a

simultar1COus intcr-eolony comparison of puffin feeding and breeding parameters al Gull

Island. Witless Bay, southeastern Newfoundland and the Gannet Islands, Labrador.



CHAPTER TWO

RESPONSE OF ATLANTIC PUFFlNS TO A DECLlNE IN CAPELlN ABUNDANCE

AT THE GANNET ISLANDS. LABRADOR

Abstract

The chick-rearing period of Atlantic Puffins breeding at the Gannet Islands

typically coincided with the occurrence of inshore spawning aggregations ofcapelin in

south and central labrador. Canada. During the late 19805. capelin, the main prey of

provisioning puffins, exhibited a population shift offshore and south, away from the

seabird colonies. At the onsel of my study in 1997. capelin apparenlly had not spawned

in labrador waters since 1992. Infoonation from a previous study of Atlantic Puffin

feeding and breeding ecology in 1981·83. made possible my comparison of Atlantic

Puffin reproductive parameters before and during this movement of capelin from the

Labrador coast.

At the Gannet Islands, Atlantic Puffins delivered 40 - 60 % (by mass) less capeIin

to their nestlings during 1996-98 than in 1982-83. Virtually no adult capelin appeared in

the 1996 chick diet and O-group and unsealed I-group capelin did not occur in 1996-98.

Capelin increased from 3 to 2.5 % of diet biomass from 1996 to 1998 partially due to an

increasing proponion oflarger individual fish. Puffin reproductive parameters were

lowest in 1996 and highest in 1997. Adult capelin were smaller and post-larval sandlance



much larger in 1996--98 than in 1981·83. Proximate composition analyses showed that

post-larval sandlance delivered to young puffins were higher in lipid content, protein and

energy density than capelin. In 1996--98, median chick hatch was four days later and rate

of mass gain, peak mass and fledge mass of chicks were significantly lower than those

recorded during ofthe 19805. During my study Atlantic Puffins did not experience a

dramatic reduction in breeding parameters in response to changes in capelin abundance

and puffins effectively reared young utilizing alternative prey. My study confinns the

suggestion that Atlantic Puffins do not depend on abundant capelin for reproductive



2.1 Introduction

Avian marine predators prey on invertebrales and fish on their breeding (Cairns

1992, Montevecchi 1993) and over.wintering grounds (EJliot el 0/.1990, Rowe el al. in

press). During the swnmer months, foraging activity of breeding Atlantic Puffins

Fratercula arclica in the Northwest Allantic is constrained to areas within 100 km of

their colonies. Breeding adults experience increased energetic demands as a consequence

of the physiological stress of reproduction, clevllled inter- and intra.specific competition,

and the requirement to provision young as well as themselves (Erikstad et 01.1997).

Therefore Atlantic Puffins must optimize energetic return to first, avoid placing

themselves at risk of mortality and second, provide an adequate level ofcare to their

young (Cairns 1992). Puffins provisioning chicks appear 10 specialize on prey of high

lipid and energy content such as capelin Mollotus villosus, sandeel Ammodytes marinw,

sprat Spral/llS sprattus or herring ClII{Wa harengus (Harris and Hislop 1978, Barrelt and

Furness 1990, Hislop et 01.1991, Harris and Bailey 1992, K. Amey peTS. comm.).

Nevertheless, nestlings often receive lesser quality miscellaneous prey such as larval

gadids, squid or CNStaeeans in smaller proportions (Anker-Nilssen 1987, Gaston and

Jones 1998). In the Northwest Atlantic, puffin breeding perfonnance varies depending on

prey and oceanographic conditions yet the conditions under which puffins decide it is no

longer energetically feasible to rear young are not clearly delineated. Instances of

complete breeding failure in Atlantic Puffins are extremely rare but on Roo, Norway, a
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contiguous period of reproductive failure over 22 years has been attribuled to low

spawning yields of preferred prey. bcning, and !he absc:nce of suitable a1lernative prey

(Ankcr-Nilsscn 1981. Bam:n" aJ.I981. Barren and Rikardsen 1992). In Witless Bay.

Newfouodland!he reproductive failure of puffins in 1981 was attributed to a large scale

intemarionaJ capdin fishery (Nettleship 1991), however. no consensus on !his hypothesis

has been reached. Puffins in North Norway actually inaeased !heir inlake ofcapelin after

a decrease in the Barenls sea capelin stock by utilizing a separate capelin spawning slock

(Barrett and Furness 1990, Barrett and Ktasnov 1996). Capelin. a schooling migratory

smell. has been considered the preferred prey of chick-rearing puffins (Brown and

Nenleship 1984. Gaslon and Jones 1998) and central to food web energetics models in

the Northwest Allantic (Carscadden 1984). Brown and Nettleship (1984) opined that

there is no alternative prey 10 capelin for marine predators as specialized as seabirds. and

that up to a poinl!heir populations can remain stable but without capclin, breeding failure

and adull mona1il)' is inevitable. However. Russell (1999) showed that at several

colonies in insular Newfoundland, puffins successfully reared nestlings on diets wilh a

highly variable contribution of capdin.

HiSloricaily. a large component of Atlantic Puffin nestling diet at the Gannet

Islands, Labrador consisled of capelin (Birkhead and Nettleship 1983. 1985). After an

alleged cold watcrevmt in the late 19805 (J. Anderson pen. comm.).lhe capelin

population shifted south and offshore beyond the summer fOOlging range of Allantic

"



Puffins (Miller and lilly 1991. Mann and Drinkw.ter 1994). This population shift was

IX>incidcnt with delayed arrival of spawning aggregations and then in 1992 capdin ceased

to spawn off the south and central mast of Labrador {G. Rowes per$. comm.).

In order to investigate responses to c:hangcs in food supply. I quantified Atlantic

Puffin chick diet. prey nunient value. adult body mass. phenology, productivity and chick

growth at thcGannct Islands in 1997 and 1998. and incorporated data collected !Tom this

colony by my colleag\tCS in 1996. I had the opportunity to compare my results to those of

a previous study at the same sile conducted by T.R. Birkhead and D.N. Nettlcship in

1981,1982 and 1983 when capelin were: plentiful (Birkhead and Nettleship 1985). This

revisit to the Gannet Islands has permitted funhcr investigation ofthe rel.ationship

between capelin and breeding puffins and provided insights about the role of alternative

prey for this seabird species in labrador. 8ascdon. first, the magnitude ofthe deaease

in capelin abundance and initial observations in 1996 when vinually no capelin occurred

in Atlantic Puffin diets, and second. cumnt hypotheses about this seabird species' capelin

depc:ndence. I predicted that Atlantic Puffins at the Gannet Islands would experience: an

extreme decrease in reproductive SUlX:CSS or breeding failure.
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2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Study site

The Gannet Islands, Labrador (S3'S6'N, S6'32'W) comprise a group ofseven

islands, five of which are located within 500 m ofeach other, GC I • GCS (Figure 2.1).

The archipelago lies 3S km offshore from Cartwright, Labrador, Canada. My study was

conducted on GC2 which is 16 hectares in area, a relatively steep-sloped island with a

maximum elevation of 40 m covered with low cropped ericaceous and herbaceous

vegetation and exposed bedrock. Swnmer(July - August) temperatures average 10'C

and extensive sea ice is normally present between December and early June (Birkhead

and Netlleship 1995).

Several species of marine birds breed on these islands including Common Murres

(U,ia aalgae) and Thick-billed Mum:s (U. lomvia), Razorbills (Alca tordo), Black-legged

Kittiwakes (Rissa tridactyla), Black Guillemots (Cepplrus gry/le), Northern Fulmars

(FlIlmarus glacialis), Herring Gulls (Larus argentatus) and Greater Black-backed Gulls

(LanlS marinus). The Gannet Islands support the largest and most diverse alcid breeding

colony in Labrador. The Allamic Puffin population was estimated to be 41,300 pairs

when last censused in the early 19805 (Birkhead and Netlleship 1995) and is believed to

have remained relatively stable if not increased slightly in recent year! (G. Robertson,

unpubl. data). On the islet. Ge2. approximately 10,000 pairs of puffins breed and have a

median hatch date between 30 July - 10 August (Birkhead and Netlleship 1995). Median
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fledge date at the Gannet: Islands is in mid to late September (Birkhead and Nettlcship

1985).

2.2.2 Nestlingdid

I collected bill-loads from adult puffins using a 3 m net poLe and a large 12 J( 24 m

nylon monofilament barrier net: with 5 em mesh during August and September of 1996-98

(Table 2.1). Prey samples were plac:ed in plastic bags and either measured immediately

or frozen. Upon capture. puffins were marked with nwnbered stainless stee1leg bands to

ensure that bill-loads were rea:xded from each individual only once. In 1997 and 1998,

the total length of eacll fish was recorded to the nearest 0.1 nun. Prey items. including

invertebrates., were individually weighed to the nearest 0.1 g using an Acculab electronic

"""""-
In 1996. Ian Jones (during August), Mark Hipfner and Tony Robms (during carty

September) collected puffin chicle diet samples. They measured larger prey items

immediately and preserved bill-loads containing smaller items in 70 % isopropyl alcohol.

In 1998.1 re-measumt the bill-loads that were collected in 1996. Because specimens

stonld in alcohol weighed less and were shotta'" than when fresh. I devised a convet5ion

fac10r for each species and size class from fish with known fresh weights and lengths.

Methods for feeding tates were similar to those ofBirlchead and Nettleship

1983.1985) however method ofbill·1oad collection was different. Birkhead and
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Nenleship (1985) state that Atlantic Puffin JRY items were col1el;ted &om the vicinity of

the burrow (puffins were encouraged to drop thar chick meals). They did not use nets.

Of the fish they colltteed. they obtained a mean mass foreach JRY item in certain size

classes and used visual records ofbill-loads being delivered to chicks to calculate bill

load mass (Birkhead and Nenleship 1985).

2.2.3 Proximate composition and energy density of prey items

Relative proponions of waler. fat. ash and prolein were detennined by proximale

composilion analysis for 12 species of fish and invertdKales of various size classes

commonly delivered to puffin nestlings al the Gannet Islands in 1997. First. I air dried

fish in the field. then Ioven dried fish 10 a constant weighl at 80 "C (Kerr el 01.1982) to

obtain walerconlent (pen:ent water content .. 100 x (tiS5!Je wet weight -tissue dry

weighty wet weighl). Small items were CUi into pieces less than 5 nun diameter. larger

items were made into a homogeIwe using an e1e..:tric coffee grinder. These samp4es were

sent to the: University of Western Ontario, where technician Sarah Lee. extracted fat using

petroleum ether(Oobush elol.1985) in a modified Soxholet apparatus. lean samples

were then placed in a muffle furnace overnight II 550 "C to bum the protein from the

tissue and the remaining ash was weighed. Total protein (grams) in each sample was

calculated by subtracting weight ofwattr. lipid and ash from the original sample wet

weight.
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I estimated calorific value, or energy density ED. using two common energy

equivalents (A: 38.0 for lipid Hg" and 20.0 Hg" for protein. and B: 39.54 klg') for lipid

and 23.64 Hg·1 for protein) which were: multiplied by the weight of fat and protein in

each sample (Hislop et al.I99I, lawson etaf.I998, Russell 1999).

2.2.4 Adult mass

Adult Atlantic Puffins were caprured in a 12 x. 24 m nylon barrier net with 5 em

mesh size set dose to their breeding sites. This method of capture was unselective and

successful breeders, unsuccessful breeders and non-breeders were obtained. To quantify

adult mass. I excluded juvenile non-breeders (puffins with less than two bill grooves)

from analysis. Each bird was marked. with a stainless steel leg band and recaptured

individuals were eliminated from statistical analyses. Puffins were held briefly in cloth

bags and weighed with a 1000 g Pesola spring scale to the nearest I g. Wing length was

measured to the nearest I mm and culmen and bill depth were measured to the~t 0.1

mm as pan ofa concurrent Atlantic Puffin demography study (Veitch 1998). Adult

morphometries were obtained using very similar methods to those of Birkhead and

Nettlesltip (1983. 1985).
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2.2.5 Timing of breeding

Idid 001 directly quantify laying dates for all burrows in 1996-98 because, to

reduce disturbance, burrows were not eumined until adult puffins were first observed

flying with bill-loads (at this lime some burrows still had eggs). For burrows in which

halch date was unknown, I used an estimate for Atlantic Puffin incubation period of37

days (Birkhead and Nettleship 1983). After the onset ofcbick provisioning, a sample of

60 - 120 burrows were checked every three days and their contents recorded as 'egg',

'chick' or 'empty'. Idetermined median hatch date for individual chicks to within two

days of age by calculating the midpoint between burrow visits when an 'egg' and 'chick'

was recorded (Birkhead and Nettleship 1983). Similarly, I estimated median fledge date

as the midpoint between burrow visits when COnlcnts were recorded as 'chick' and

'empty'.

Age ofchicks wilh unknown halch dates was approximated using the relationship

between mass and wing of known age chicks. To estimate fledge dale for chicks that

reached peak mass before I left the colony (and thus fledged after I left the colony), I used

the relationship between peak mass and fledge date for known age chicks.

2.2.6 Productivity

During 1996-98, marked puffin burrows were visited every three days once adult

puffins were fi~t observed delivering first bill-loads to burrows to obtain hatch and
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fledge success estimates. Hatch S\lC(ess was detennined as the percentage ofchicks that

hatched &om eggs. Fledge success was estimated as the percenlage ofchicks thai

reached over 30 days ofage. When a chick was not reachable for more than three checks

(9 d) and the burrow appeared inactive (e.g. with no excrement at burrow entrance), the

chick was presumed dead or fledged. All burrows were re-examined at end ofeach field

season for signs ofactivity.

In 1998, I decided to examine investigator disturbance at the nest during

incubation and chick-rearing. Marked puffin burrows were visited every three days

during incubation for two reasons: I) to measure egg mass change (adult puffins and/or

eggs were taken out ofburrow; this was part of a concurrent study at the Gannet Islands

which was independent ofmy research) or 2) 10 obtain hatch date only (reached hand in

briefly to verilY egg presence). Idivided the burrows inlo these two handling categories

to examine success (see • in Table 2.8). I also examined two measures of fledging

success in each year to determine whether fledging success differed between burrows that

were disturbed during incubation ('10 ce) and those that oot disturbed during incubation

(% FoD) (see Table 2.8 and 3.7). AfterhalCh, nestlings in all burrows were handled in the

In the early 19805, Birkhead and Nettleship reported a 55 'I. reduction in breeding

success between burrows frequently visited (as described above) and those only checked

twice (check dates: II • 12 July and 04 - 05 September, Birkhead and Nettleship 1985).
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Atlantic Puffin breeding success at the Gannet Islands in 1982 (35 %) and 1983 (36 'Ya)

averaged 35.5 % in plots where chicks were visited every three days for morphological'

measurements and 78.5 0/. in plots where chicks were only checked twice (Birkhead and

Nettleship 1985). Thus I used a conversion faclor (breeding succes5n:ue= breuling

succesSmmllBm x 78.5/35.5) derived from their study to extrapolale my breeding success

estimales in plots where chicks where frequently visited.

2.2.7 Chick growth

1used Ihe methods similar 10 those of Birkhead and Nenleship (1985) 10

detennine chick lnOfPhology and growth. A sample of60 • 120 bWTOws were marked

and visiled every three days (see above). To lessen disturbance, the chick was not

measured if an adull was present unless it had nOI been measured in three visits (except in

1996 when burrows were checked regardless of adult presence). In order 10 monitor the

disturbance effect offrequenl visilation., I collected a separate sample of25 chicks (which

were measured only one time) when most chicks reached 140 mm wing length and

compared Iheir masses 10 chicks which were frequently visited. Body mass was

measured to the nearesl gram with a 300 g or 600 g Pesola spring scale. Flanened wing

chord was measured to the nearest millimetre. excluding downy feathers and including

the emerging feather shaft.
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Growth patterns of puffin chicks in all study yean did not consistently fit

conventional growth equations such as logistic curve or Gompertz equation. As an

alternative method, I determined linear growth rate (the rate at which mass and wing

length gain was linearly dependent on time) by inspecting residuals oflinear regressions

on pooled growth measurements against age for each study year. I proceeded to eliminate

data from the upper and lower ages ofthe curve until residuals first became linear. In all

study yean, linear growth occlll'TCd between chick age 13 and 2S days. Then I performed

a linear regression on growth and age for each chick to obtain the mathematical slope of

the linear equation and averaged the slopes for all the chicks measured to obtain growth

rate representative of the population. In order to assess the entire growth curve

meaningfully. I arranged data on mass and wing length at discrete intervals of the chick

growth curve in the following age categories chick I - 3 d. 9· 12 d, 37 - 40 d, peak mass

and fledge mass.

2.2.8 Maximwn dive depth

Originally, I wanted to assess time-activity-budget and energy expenditure of

Atlantic Puffins at the Gannet Islands in 1991 and 1998. Dive depth data would have

been useful to test whether or not puffins expend more energy on deeper dives. Thus., I

captured 15 puffins and attached capillary depth tubes (maximwn depth tube MOO) to

record maximwn puffin dive depths. The depth gauges were attached to each birds'
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stainless steel leg band with dental floss and retrieved within 48 hours ofdeployment.

The MOOs were constructed from 10 em lengths ofTygon tubing and the inside surface

laced with icing sugar (Burger and Wilson 1988). As the MOO is submerged the icing

sugar dissolves inside the tube at a length proportional to the depth of water. The

equation used to calculate maximum dive depth was:

d = 10.08 (LJLd - I) (from Burger and Wilson 1988)

Whered is maximum dive depth, L, is the length oftubing coated with icing sugar before

being submerged, and Ld is the length oftubing with icing sugar remaining after

submergence.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Diet Composition

2.3.1.1 Inter-annual variation Gannet Islands 1996-98

Twenty taxa of prey items were brought to nestlings by provisioning Atlantic

Puffins, consisting mainly of small forage fishes (92 % by mass, 90 % by frequency) and

several benthic and pelagic invenebrates including squid, polychaetcs, pterapods and

crustaceans (Table 2.2). Across years combinations of adult sandlance, capelin and arctic

cod (length over 90 nun) consistently comprised the majority of food items, though
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variation in proportions was high. Twelve taxa oflarval and juvenile fish (20 to 89 mm)

constituted 44 0/. oftbe fish biomass fed to young puffins in 1996-98. In 1998, two loads

of a single adult daubed shanny, the major item in murre chick diet at the Gannet Islands

during 1996-98 (Bryantel al.I999), were observed in puffin bills. Annual diet

composition during 1996-98 was expressed as percent biomass, frequency and occurrence

in bill-loads for each year and varied significantly (by mass; "i = 65.0, df s 9, p < 0.0001;

Figure 2.2).

TIle predominant prey assemblage by biomass in 1996 was adult sand1ance,

gadids, polychades and crustaceans with capelin being the least used prey taxon (Table

2.2). In 1997. sandlance, capelin and cottids were prevalent. with gadids and blenniids

least prevalent. In 1998 capelin ranked highest followed by a tie between sandlance and

blenniids, then cottids with gadids delivered in the lowest frequency.

Capelin was virtually absent from nestling diet in 1996 at the Gannet Islands.

Although [he proportion ofcapelin as a percent of diet biomass increased each year and

was highest in 1998, the nwnerica1 frequency and occurrence ofcapelin in bill-loads was

lower in 1998 than in 1997 (Table 2.2). The higher percent biomass ofcapelin in 1998

resulted from a greater proportion oflarger individual fish than in 1997. Capelin

delivered to puffin chicks in 1996-98 consisted mainly of immature fish or spent females.

In all years almost no male, gravid or o-group capelin were observed in puffin bill-loads.
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Proportions ofpost-larval sandlance by percent mass, frequency and occurrence

were highest in 19971hough very similar between 1997 and 1996 (Table 2.2). Percent

diet biomass ofpost-larval sandlance decreased dramatically from ncar 50 % in 1996 and

1997 to less than 20 % in 1998. Percent occurrence in bill-loads of post-larval sandlarn.::e

was approximately 65 % lower in 1998 than in 1996 and 1997. Proportions by percent

mass, frequency and occurrence of larval sandlance were similar in 1996 and 1997 then

increased in percent mass in 1998 by 46 0/•.

The highest proportions ofsmaller fish and invcnebrates by percent mass,

frequency and occurrence in bill-loads occulTCd in 1998 when they exceeded the

combined contribution of adult capelin and sandlance (Table 2.2). In 1996, larval gadids

predominated the miscellaneous prey assemblage in percent mass. frequency and

occurrence. Sculpins and squid were the most important miscellaneous prey items by

percent biomass in 1997. In 1998, sculpins and blennies were delivered in similar

proportions and squid were less important. Contribution to chick diet from crustaceans

was highest in 1996 at 3.5 % but were virtually absent from bill-loads in 1997 and 1998.

Puffins often brought more than one prey taxon to nestlings in a single load. Load

mass ranged from 0.3 - 41.8 g in 1996,0.8 - 45.6 g in 1997, and 0.8 - 34.4 g in 1998 and

nwnber ofprey per load ranged from I - 45 in 1996, I - 38 in 1996 and 1 - 32 in 1998.

Annual mean bill-load mass meals brought to puffin chicks in 1997 (11.1 ± 8.1 g, N =

104) were significantly greater than in 1996 (8.1 ± 7.3 g, N = (01) and 1998 (6.9 ± 5.8 g,
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N = 120)(F1..m'-10.7, p<O.OOOI; see Appendix A for Fishcr's PLSD post hoc

examination). Mean number of items perbill.load 10.5:1:: 10.9 eN" lOS), 9.4:1:: 8.0 eN

107) and 12.5 ± 7.5 eN c 120) in 1996, 1997 and 1998, respectivdy, varied statistically

(Fu~ = 3.4, P = 0.03). BiII·loads in 1998 contained. statisticaUy higher numberofprey

items than in 1997 but noc in 1996 (Appendix A). load mass and numbers in study yean

1996 and 1998 were similar despiterepresc:nting very different prey assemblages. The

relationship between number of items per load and load mass was: Y '- 8.7 • O.c16x, r •

0.008 in 1996 ; Y '" 9.3 - 0.2x, r" 0.006 in 1997; and 14.2 - 0.3x, r" 0.009 in 1998;

where Y '" number of items per bill-load and x .. bill·load mass (Figure 2.3). The

majority of bill-loads with 101040 prey ilems weighed less than 10 g. However, I ·2

fish loads were the heaviest thus meal mass gencra.lly decreased with increasing number

of small prey ilems (Figure 2.3). In 1996, percenl occutTeI'\Ce of adull fish in loads

delivered to chicks (35 %; mainly sandlance) was slightly highcrthan in 1998 (30 %:

similarpropontons ofsandlancc and capelin). In 1997,51 % ofbill·loads comprised

adult fish and 69 % of those contained sandlance..

2.3.1.2 Intra-annual variation Gannel Islands, Labrador 1996-98

The taxonomic composilion of puffin chick diet at the Gannet Islands was highly

variable among the four bi-weekly periods ofchick-rearing: early (I - 15 August). mid



(16 - 31 August), latc (I • IS Scptembel-) IIDll md (after 16 Scptcmbcr) (Figure 2.4 and

Appendix B).

The contnburion ofimmaturc or spent capclin by percent mass. frequency and

occurmICC in bill·loads was highest during mid-chick·rearing (15 - 31 August in 1996,

1997 and 1998). No I-group unsealed capelin appeared in bill-loads before 15 August in

any study year and. thereafter, they occurred sporadically until the end of the season.

The seasonal trend of occurrmce ofpost-larval sandlance in duck diets was

similar to that forirrunatuR or spent capclin., excepl in 1998 when percent occurren<:e in

bill-loads continued to increase through the season corresponding with the gradual

decline in capelin. In 1996. post-larval sandlan<:c did not CK:CW" during early chick~g

but constituted 49 % ofchick diet biomass throughout the middle and late chick-rearing

periods. In 1997, po5l.larval sandlancc predominated the prey assemblage in early chick·

rearing at 30 % biomass. increased to S4 % then experienced declined to 44 0/. biomass.

In 1998, capclin a<:tuaIly exceeded the contribution of sandlance in percent biomass in

early and middle chtek·rearing.

In 1996, larval gadids and austaccans increased through the season while cottids

and blcnniids dccreascd. During this study year the proportion and diversity of small

miscellaneous prey was lowest in early chick-rearing and highest in late chick-rearing. In

1997, larval gadids increased through the season as in 1996 and other small prey items

decreased with c:onids completely absent in late chick-rearing. In 1998, the srudy year
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with the highest contribution from small miscellaneous prey, larval gadids were virtually

absent from the diel, conids increased through the season, and the lowest proportions and

diversity of small prey taxa occurred during early chick-rearing.

Load mass through the season did not vary significantly in 1996, 1997 or 1998

(Fu1 = 0.2, P = 0.9; Ful = 1.7, p:. 0.1; and F~.111 = 1.9, P = 0.1 respectively). There was a

slighl seasonal increase: in load mass except in 1996 where load mass decreased sharply

from middle 10 late chick.rearing corresponding with a sharp increase in nwnber of items

per load (Figure 2.5). The trend in nwnberofilems per bill-load in 1996-98 was highly

variable. In 1996 and 1998, Ihe number of items per load declined from early to middle

period, then increased from middle 10 laic period. However, in 1997, number of items

per bill·load gradually decreased throughout the season.

2.3.l.3lnler-annual comparison early 1980s and laiC 19905

Allantic Puffin chick diet was highly variable in both decades (Figure 2.6). Fifty.

four percent, 54 0/" of the puffin diet biomass in 1981·83 comprised capelin. which was

much higher than the mean biomass of 14 % recorded for the 19905 chick diet. The

contribution from capelin in chick diet and was higher in 1982 and 1983 than Olher study

years (Figure 2.6). However, the proportion ofcape1in in 1981 was similar 10 that in

1997 and 32 % lower than in 1998.
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As reported above, in 1996-97 post-larval sandlance constituted almost 50 % of

diet biomass, lower than the proportion of post-larval sandlance in 1981 chick diets. In

1983, sandlance was replaced by small miscellaneous prey ilems. This decrease in the

proportion of sandlance corresponded to an increased the proportion ofcapelin in chick

diet.

A greater amount and bewildering diversity ofsmall miscellaneous prey taxa was

delivered to puffin nestlings in the late 1990s compared to the early 19805. Relative

percenl biomass of items other than adult capelin and posi-larval sandlance in 1981, 1982

and 1983 was 19 "10, II % and 27 %, respectively. Relalive percenl biomass of items

other Ihan adult capelin and post-larval sandlance in 1996, 1997 and 1998 was 48 "10, 39

0/. and 57 %. respectively.

Ofall silt study years. bill·load mass was the lowest in 1998 when larval fish

contributed the greatest proportions to chick diet. Mean bill·load mass brought to puffin

nestlings was 15.3 ± 8.1 g (N=S6) in 1981, 15.9 ± 8.3 g (N=IOO) in 1982, and 17.9 ± 7.2

(N=181) in 1983 (Birkhead and Nettlesbip 1985). Birkhead and Nettleship (1985)

reported thaI meal sizes by mass did not differ significantly throughout the season from

one 5-day interval to the next. A seasonal trend common among the early 19805 and late

19905 was that bill-load mass was highest during middle chick-rearing.
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2.3.2 Size distribution ofprey

length and mass of fish prey items in bill·loads delivered in 1996-98 ranged from

a 15 mm blenny to a 212 mm sandlan<::e and 0.1 g cruslaceans to a 15.8 g capelin

respectively (Appendix C(i». Crustaceans, pterapOOs, polychaetes, and squid had

approximate modal lengths of30, 25, 60, and 80 mm, respectively. Masses of

invertebrate taxa ranged from 0.2 g in crustaceans 10 14 g in squid.

2.3.2.1 Inter-annual variation Gannet: Islands 1996-98

Body size of immature or spent capelin fed 10 young puffins increased from 1996

to 1998 (Table 2.3). Total length ofadult capelin ranged from 95·128 mm, 75 - l54mm

and 125·160 mm and individual body mass from 0.7·8.8 g, 0.8 - 15.8 g and 0.3 . 15.6 g

in 1996, 1997 and 1998, respectively. Overall mean mass ofadult capelin tor 19%·98

was 9.0:1: 4.3 g (N "" 42) with mean length of 129.0:1: 24.8 mm (N = 42). Fish lengths

displayed a unimodal trend predominated by 125 - 160 mm capelin in 1998, a bimodal

trend in 1997 with greater frequency of80 - 100 mm capelin and again no ~group fish

(Figure 2.7).

Post·larval sandlance (with non-b'anslucent sle.in > 79 mm in lotallength) body

mass and length were similar in chicle. diets in 1996 and 1997 yet were considerably

smaller in 1998 (Table 2.3). Mean length of adult sandlance in 1996-98 was 136.3 ± 26.4

mm (N:: 240) and ranged from 80· 175 mm in 1996, 80 - 174mm in 1997, and 84· 212
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mmin 1998. In 1996 adult sandlancc: mass ranged from 1.0-2.91. 1.1-29.6gin 1997

and J.I-I".6gin 1998 withamcanof42±03 &(N-n5). In 1998overSO%of

sandlance brought to chicks were larval or juvenile while in 1996 and 1997. agrc:ater

frequency of 100- 160 nun fish were brought to the colony by puRiM (Figure 2.8).

2.3.2.2 Inter-annual comparison Gannet Islands 19805 and 19905

Total fish length ofprey items collected in 1983 ranged from 28 mm larval fish to

a 195 nun capelin and body mass ranged from 0.1 8 crustaceans to a 38.8 g male capelin.

Marurecapelin were statistically smaller in the 1990s!han in the 1983 dataset (one-way

ANOVAs by year 1983, 1996, 1997. 1998 for body mass) (F)..l50- 11.0, P < 0.0001) and

length (F).15O = 11.3. P < 0.0001) (Tables 2.3). Capelin were significantly smallest in

1996, significanlly smallercapelin were harvested in 1996 and 1997 than in 1983 and

1998, and capdin size was statistically similar between 1983 and 1998 (Appendix D).

The most frcquenlly occurring size classes of capdin (relative percent in parentheses) in

1996, 1997, and 1998 were 120· 140 mm (40%), 140- 160 mm (36 %), and 140·160

mm (60 %). respeaivdy (Figure 2.7). In contrast. Birkhead and Nettleship (1985)

reported that smallercapc:lin were used more frequently in 1981 (21 -60 mm)and 1982

(I - 120mm) than in 1983 (121 -160 mm).

Measurements ofsandlancecollected from puffins in 1983. 1996, 1997 and 1998

did not vary statistically (length: Fl.lu "" 0.8. p =0.5: mass: Fw, .. 1.4, P =0.5) (Table
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2.3; Figure 2.8). Since most larval sandlance were not individually measured in 1983. the

relative frequency histogram for fish length is unnaturally skewed toward larger fish

(Figure 2.8d).

2.3.3 Proximate composition and energy densily ofchick diet

Several size classes of juvenile and adult capelin. sandlance and arctic cod were

analyzed for proximate composition as were juvenile cottids, daubed shannies. blennies.

alligatorfish, snailfish and three types ofinvenebnltes polychaetes, pterapods and squid

(Table 2.4). Two samples. larval sand1ance (50·75 mm) and gadids (120 mm) were

excluded from analysis because I suspected they had become dehydrated.

Water content

The lowest value tOr walercontent (72 %) was in a sample of post-larval

sandlance(50· 75 nun length) and the highest (88 %) was in arctic cod (110.120 nun).

Adult fish samples had a water content 9 % lower than those ofjuvenile fish and 6 %

lower than invertebrates. Juvenile fish including conids. blenniids and other species had

a higher overall water content (86 %) than adult fish (78 %) and invertebrates (84 %).
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Fat content

Percent fat content of wet mass ranged from a low of0.5 % in juvenile sculpins

and daubed shannies to a high of4.6 % in adult capelin. Adult fish had a mean fat

content of approximately 4 % which is 43 and 41 % higher than juvenile fish and

invertebrates. Fat content (4 - 5 %) and length ofcapclin wen: positively correlated with

the exception of two samples in which the fat content was W'lcbaracteristically low.

Sandlance in length classes of30· 75, 100 - ISS and 155 - 175 nun correlated positively

with percent fat content of I, 3 and 6 % respectively. Fat alntent in arctic cod decreased

with increasing length. Pterapods had a fat content in the median range of most fish.

Percent protein

Percent protein of wet body mass was lowest in adult arctic cod (7 %) and highest

in adult sandlance (20 %) in the 120 - 140 mm size range. Post-larval sandlance had the

highest protein content of the adult fish: mean for sandlance was 19 % (N = 8) and 15'1.

(N = 5) for capelin. and II % (N::)) for arctic cod. Juvenile fish and invertebrates had

overall protein contents of 14 and 13 %. respectively. Juvenile fish in puffin chick diet,

in ranked order from highest to lowest protein content. were blennies 18 %, sandlance 18

%, cottids 16 'I... daubed shannies 16 'I., capelin 16 % and arctic cod 14 %. Snailfish had

the lowest protein value for juvenile fish. Alligatorfish had the highest proportion of

inorganic material (5 %).
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Energydcnsity

Wet energy density determined using conversion factors A and B (Lawson et

al.I998) ranged from 2.5 and 2.8 kJg .1, respectively, in a sample oflo a high of6.2 and

7.0 kJg -I in sandlance 155 - 170 nun. Overall energy densities of adult sandlancc (5.3

and 6.0 kJg .1) were 20 "I, higher than those for adult capelin (4.2 and 4.8) while an:tic

cod had the lowest at 3.4 and 3.9 kJg 0
1
• Highest mean energy densities were in adult fish

and lowest in invertebrates. Of the larval fish and invertebrates, capelin (70 - 75 nun),

blennies (25 - 35 mm), sandlance(30. 49 mm), gadids (40 - 67 mm), then cottids (20

50 nun) had the highest energy densities.

2.3.4 Adult mass

Mean adult puffin body mass in 1996, 1997 and 1998 was 481.4 ± 36.8 g (N =

543),474.3 ± 37.9 g (N = 356), and 488.7 ± 41.2 (N = 65), respectively. Adult body

mass from pre-laying, incubation and chick-rearing periods (see section 2.3.5.1) was

compared within and between each year of study during 1981·83 (Birkhead and

Nenleship 1985) and 1996-98 (Table 2.5). A two-way ANOYA for adult puffin mass,

1996-98, by period and year showed no significant difference between years (F!.95S'" 0.6,

p" 0.8), and a significant difference within breeding season (F!.",= 3.2, P = OJXl4).

However, annual adult mass was statistically lower in 1997 than in 1996 and 1998

(Appendix E). Adult puffins did not lose mass between pre-laying and incubation and
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lost a significant amount of mass from incubation to the chick·rearing period during each

srudy year.

The pooled mean mass ofadult puffins from 1996-98 (479.0± 37.S g, N = 923)

was similar to that reponed by Birkhead and Nettleship (1985) in 1981·83 (482.6 ± 32.4

g, N = 318). I was given privy to one year, 1983, of the raw data for adult puffin mass

collected by Birkhead and Nettleship. Mean adult puffin mass sampled between 12 June

and 17 September in 1983 was 468.0 ± 38.6 (N .. 169). There was no statistical

difference in puffin mass between the 19905 and 19805 (tll!7= ·1.9, P = 0.06). The pooled

data for adult mass in the 19905 was lower during incubation yet higher during chick·

rearing than in the 19805 (Table 2.5). Percent mass loss from incubation to chid;:·rearing

was 3.0, 5.4 and 2.1 -;0 in 1996. 1997. and 1998 respectively. Mass loss from incubation

10 chick rearing by 8.0 and 8.9 % in 1982 and 1983, respectively, was more than double

that of the 1990s.

2.3.5 Timing of breeding

There was no significant difference in median hatch dates among study years

within the late 19905 (test of medians: I~ = 2.8; df= 2. P=0.2) (Table 2.6). Frequency

distributions ofhatch date were similar between study years 1996. 1997 and 1998 at the

Gannet Islands and 59, 62 and 62 % of chicks hatched between 04 and 09 August in each

year. respectively. Mean fledging age was 44.8 ± 2.2 d (N = 10) and thechick.·rearing
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period ranged from 41 to 48 days. Chicks that hatched after latc August either died or

were in poor condition. The mean duration ofthc incubation period in 1981-83 was 37 d

(Birkhead and Nettleship 1983; Table 2.6). Median hatch date of chicks was four 10 five

days later in 1996-98 than in 1981 and 1983, yet median hatch date of chicks was three to

four days earlier in 1996-98 than in 1982. Median fledge date of chicks in 1996-98 was

similar 10 thai in 1982 though chicks fledged five to 11 days later in 1996-98 than in 1981

and 1983. Puffin chicks fledged 1.4 d older in the 19905 than the 19805 (mean 43.4:i: 2.7

d, N '" 28 from Birkhead and Ncttleship 1985).

2.3.6 Productivity

My mean estimate for overall breeding success during 1996-98 was 27 % for

Atlantic Puffins; 60 % of the eggs hatched and 46 % of the chicks fledged (Table 2.7).

Overall breeding success was highest in 1997 and lowest in 1996 for both estimates A

and B. Among study years 1996, 1997 ad 1998 there was a significant difference in

breeding success in estimate A, nests initially observed with eggs (12
'" 6.7, df= 2, P =

0.03), and no significant difference in estimate B which incorporated all nests in the study

(12 :::: 5.1, df:::: 2, p = 0.08). Hatching success differed significantly among the three study

years yet fledging success did not (hatch: II = 12.1, df= 2, P = 0.002; fledge: l: = 1.5, df

= 2, P = 0.5). Hatching success was highest in 1997 and very similar in 1996 and 1998.

Fledging success increased slightly from 1996 through to 1998.
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Extrapolated overall breeding success estimates were 38 % in 1996. 82 % in 1997

and 67 ~. in 1998 (from breeding success estimate A in Table 2.7). These estimates were

calculated using the conversion factor described in my methods section to represent and

compare values obtained from burrows not regularly visited. The mean overall breeding

success estimate in 1997·98 (75 %) was similar to that during in 1982-83 (78 %)

(Birkhead and Nettleship 1985).

Fledging success was modemtely lower, by 10 %. in burrows with chicks that

were distwbed as eggs but this difference was not significant (X!" 0.1, df= I. p" 0.7).

Hatching success was also !OOIo lower. but not significantly. in burrows with eggs that

were regularly handled (ll = 0.1, df= I. P = 0.8) (Table 2.7). Fledging success in

burrows where eggs were handled was 19 % lower. but not significantly, than those in

which eggs were merely touched te = 0.1, df= I. P = 0.7). Breeding success was

compared and overall breeding success was 24 'Y.lower, but not significantly, in burrows

from which eggs were regularly removed for weighing (X! = 0.3. df= I, P = 0.6).

Overall. this indicated that productivity was not notably affected by frequent visitation of

burrows.
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2.3.7 Chicle. growth

2.3.7.1 Inler-annual variation Gannet Islands 1996-98

The linear phase of Atlantic Puffin chicle. growth at the Gannet Islands occurred

from age 13 to 25 d in 1996-98 (Figure 2.9). Mean growth I'3.te during the linear phase

for mass and wing Imgth was 8.3:= 2.6 g (N '= 93) and 4.0:= 0.8 mm (N = 89),

respectively. The rate of mass gain in 1996 was much lower than in other years yet there

was little difference between 1997 and 1998 (Table 2.8). Linear growth rale for wing in

1996 could not be compared to other years due to different measuring techniques.

In 1996-98, mean mass and wing Imgth ofchicle.s at age I ·3 d was 53.2:= 9.3 g

(N = 118) and 23.5 ± 3.4mm (N '" 118) and age 10- 12 d was 127.6± 24.8 g (N '= 94)

for mass and 36.1 ± 6.3 mm (N '" 94) for wing length. Mean nestling mass and mean

wing Imgth at age 37 ·4Od was 309.2 ± 54.8 g(N;a 78) and 127.5 ± 11.1 mm(N = 78),

respectively during 1996-98. In 1996, mass and wing length ofchicle.s at age 37 • 40 d

were again lower than in 1997, by 25% and 8 %, and 1998, by 20 % and 10%,

respectively. Mean peak mass in the late 1990s was 333.2 ± 46.6 g (N '" 90). Mean wing

length and age atpealc mass was 125.9:= 14.8 mm(N =90) and 36.7 ± 8.4 d(N'" 79),

respectively. In the late 19905, means forpealc mass and wing Imgth were greatest in

1997 and lowest in 1996. Puffin nestlings reached peaIc mass at a significantly younger

age in 1998 (see neltl section). Nestlings attained a mean fledge mass of 340.5 ± 26.1 g

(N = 21) and wing length of 141.6 ± 4.3 mm (N = 21) at age 43.5 ± 2.2 d (N = 16).
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Fledge mass was similar between 1997 and 1998 but almost 55 g lower in 1996. Fledge

wing length was highest in 1996 though the greatest mean difference was only 1.1 mm

between study years. Chicks fledged at the youngest age in 1998 and oldest in 1996 (by

three days).

Mean mass loss from peak mass age to fledge mass was 22.6:l:: 12.2 g (N "" 12)

during the late 19905. Howevct', in 1996 and 1998, the chick population did not exhibit a

true peak mass, most chil,;ks continually gained mass until they fledged. Chicks lost 8 %

body mass in 1997, yet gained 2 and I "". body mass in 1996 and 1998, respectively from

peak mass age to fledge mass. Puffin chicks fledged at 69 0/. of adult body mass

(calculated from pooled I,;hick-rearing period measurements). Fledge mass as a

percentage ofadult body mass was much lower in 1996 (63 %)than that in 1997 (71 %)

and 1998 (73 %). Chicks that were visited frequently weighed 5, 2 and 13 % less than

chicks measured only once in 1996, 1997 and 1998, respectively (Table 2.9).

2.3.7.2 Inter-annual comparison Gannet Islands 19805 and 1990s

The linear growth rate for nestling mass in [983 was significantly higher than

1996-98 by a mean of31 % (Fl .ut = 21.1, P < 0.0001) (see Appendix F for post hoc

examinations of ANOVAs). Conversely, rate of wing length gain was not statistically

different between years (F.,.lI~ = 0.3, P = 0.9).
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In 1983. nestlings aged I - 3 d (mass: Fl .I,.. =- 7.4, P = 0.0001; wing length: FW7 =

2.8, P '2 0.04) and 10 - 12 d (mass: FUH "" 13.1, P = 0.0001) were significantly smaller

Ihan similar aged chicks in 1996-98. Post-hoc examination showed no statistical

difference between 1983 and 1996 (Appendix F). Nestlings older than 12 d in 1983 grew

faster and were larger, especially by mass, than nestlings oflhe late 1990s. At age 37·

40 d. chick mass was significantly greater in 1983 Ihan in 1996-98 (FI.IOl' "" 58.2, P <

0.0001), but wing length was significantly lowerlhan 1983 only in 1996 (FJ•IOI "" 13.0. P

< 0.0001) (Appendix F).

Peak mass was statistically greater in 1983 than in 1996-98 chicks (FwI = 60.0, P

< 0.0001) (Appendix F). Wing length ofchicks was highest in 1998 and wings were

significantly smaller only in 1996 than in 1983 (F,.II, = 4.3, P =0.007). Age at which

chicks reached peak mass was similar in all study years with the exception of 1998. when

chicks reached peak mass approximately 4.5 d younger than those in 1983, 1996 and

1997 (FJ.u)/> = 174.9, P = 0.02). Mean fledge mass for study year ranked from highest to

lowest was 1983, 1998, 1997 and 1996 with only \996 slatisricallyditferent (FJ.JI = 3.8, P

= 0.02). Chicks that fledged in \996 wcighed 67.2 g (23 %) less than chicks in 1983.

There was noditference in tledging wing length in any study year (F,,1'l = 0.2. P = 0.9).

In 1983. chicks lost more weight (II % body mass loss) between peak and fledge mass

than those in 1996-98.
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2.3.8 Feeding rates and daily food intake

Atlantic Puffins delivered meals to their young at a higher rate during 1998 than

in 1997 (Table 2.10). Feeding rate was positively correlated with the numerical

frequency of miscellaneous larval prey items in bill-loads. Daily food intake values

(grams per day, gd .!) were higher in 1997 than in 1998 during late chick-rearing. Meals

delivered in 1982-83 had higher daily food intake values than in 1997-98. Values for

feeding rate in 1982-83 are very similar to those 1collected in 1997-98. Though feeding

rates and intake values for 1982 and 1997 were strikingly similar. the proportion of

capelin delivered to nestlings was 60 YD higher in 1982.

2.3.9 Maximum dive depth

Mean maximum diving depth recorded by capillary tubes attached to the legs of

Atlantic Puffins for 48 hour periods at the Gannet Islands in 1997 was 38.1 ± 4.1 m (N :=

4) and ranged from 32.3 m to 40.9 m in depth.

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Preyharvest

The diet of Atlantic Puffins varied markedly over six years, apparently without

significant variation in breeding success. Immature or spent capelin dominated the diet of

1982 and 1983 but post.larval sandlance comprised the majority ofchick diet in 1996.
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1997 and 1981. Unlike the other study years, in 1998, chick diet was not dominated by

capelin or post-larval sandlance but by small larval fish and invertebrates. Though meal

masses were smallest in 1998, productivity and chick growth parameters were better in

1998 than in 1996. Breeding perfonnance was highest in 1997. The high nutritional

quality in 1997 appears to be mainly attributable to post-larval sandlance delivered to

young puffins in 1997. Looking back al the 1980s, capelin and sandlance appear to play

interchangeable roles in Atlantic Puffin chick diet at the Gannet Islands. However, in the

1990s, small miscellaneous prey were more prevalent, rendering the relationship between

capelin. sandlance and Atlantic Puffin reproductive success less clear. In an investigation

on alternative prey to capelin. Russell (1999) predicted that sandlance was the best food

in the Nonhwest Atlantic. On the other side of the Atlantic Ocean. in the Barents Sea, it

was also recognized that the seabirds retied heavily on sandlance (Barrett and Furness

1990). Additionally. at times when schooling migratory pelagic fish like sprat, herring,

sandlance and capelin were not reliably available. puffins in the Barents Sea were able to

prey switch and use smaller fish like 5Culpins. blermies, hake. whiting and rockling

(Barrett and Furness 1990). This ability for provisioning puffins to prey switch to smaller

prey items and raise chicks successfully is what was emibitcd at the Gannet Islands in the

late 1990s.

The proportion of diet biQl1t8SS of mature capelin delivered to yOWlg puffins in

increased from 3 % in 1996, 14 % in 1997, and 25% in 1998. The number ofcapelin
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brought to chicks did not differ between 1991 and 1998, thus the increase in biomass

between 1991 and 1998 was a function ofan increase in maWsize of individual capelin.

In Scotland, Hislop and Harris (1985) found that the variable puffin diets appear 10 reflect

local variability in distribution of prey populations. Perhaps the increase in the size of

capelin delivered to nestlings is an early indication of an increase in the health or

recovery ofthe Labrador capelin stocks. Indeed, there were repons from local fishermen

that cape1in may have spawned off the south Labrador coast in 1998 though no gravid

capelin were reponed delivered to seabird chicks. Also, it is implied by 1998 seabird

diets that the alleged spawning aggregations ofcapelin were either not as large, not as

dense, or occurred farther away from the breeding colonies than in the previous decade.

In the early 19805, Birkhead and Nettleship (1985) reponed puffins and murres returning

from sea to feed chicks meals ofgravid capelin in addition 10 o-group and unsealed I

group capelin. These age classes were complelety absent from puffin chick diets in the

late 19905. In \982 and \983, prior to thecapelin population shift, puffin diet comprised

mainlycapelinbulin 1981 lhe diet was more similar to lhat in 1996 and 1997. Thetrend

in the data showed that cape1in delivered to young puffins were smaller, and sandlance

and gadids were larger in the 19905 than in the 19805. A more detailed look showed that

capelin length in 1983 and 1998 was similar but individual body mass was lower in 1998

than 1983.
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If there truly were more capelin offthe Labrador coast in 1998, then puffins did

not bring more capelin to nestlings than the previous year. Murres at the Gannet Islands

did the unexpected and switched prey to daubed shannies a benthic fish (Bryanl 1998,

Bymnt and Jones 1999). It is possible that capelin aggregations were still too far away or

had densities below a threshold in which puffins could avoid high foraging energy

cxpenditw"e. If prey density determines the frequmcy at which birds return lTom foraging

grounds carrying fish (Harris and Hislop 1978), then my results indicate that puffins

taking cues from other puffins carrying prey were not encountering large schools of

capelin. Instead puffins. exploited the readily accessible supply of larval and juvenile

fish in abundance around their colony at the Gannet Islands. The size of loads carried by

Atlantic Puffins may reflect the distance traveled to foraging grounds and back, the

smaller the load. the closer the fish were obtained (Birkhead and Nenleship. 1983

Granadeiro et al.I998). There is a large difference in load sizes of puffins breeding on

both sides of the North Atlantic and puffins in eastern Canada generally carry larger loads

(Harris and Hislop 1978, Barrettet al.1987, Rodway et 01.1998). The 1981-1983 mean

load mass estimates were heavier than bill-loads reponed in other studies in Northwest

Atlantic (Nettleship 1991. Rodwayand Montevecchi 1996, Russell 1999, Baillie this

text) and Northeast Atlantic (Harris 1984, Anker-Nilssen 1987, Ashcroft 1979, Barrett

and Rilwdsen 1992). Birkhead and Nettleship (1985) state that these values were
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-biased upwards because birds with heavier loads were easier to catch- using their

methodology (as describe in Section 2.2.2 ofthis thesis).

Generally, the highest fat and prOiein content is present in adult fish. Sandlance

brought to chicks had higher fat and a 20 % higher energy density than capelin, a result

also reported by Russell (1999). Sculpins and blennics wen: relatively low in fat content

but high in protein. II is necessary for puffin nestlings 10 lay down fat reserves in order to

survive both burrow and post-fledge conditions. II is possible that essential amino acids

may limit growth (Harris and Hislop 1978) and chicks may benefit greatly from an

adcquale amount of protein from sculpins and small blennies. However, it would seem

that puffins fed entirely on small miscellaneous somewhat lipid deficient fish may have to

utilize protein to supply energy for metabolic processes (Harris and Hislop (978) and

thus require a diet supplemented with a yet undefined threshold quantity of post-larval

sandlance or capelin.

2.4.2 Adult mass

Adult puffins did not lose mass between pre-laying and incubation but lost a

significant and similar amount of mass between incubation and chick.rearing during the

lale 19905 at the Gannet Islands. Despite this, adults did not weigh less in the 19905 than

in the 19805 during chick-rearing. Thus I found no evidence thai adult body mass

responded to the changes in capelin distribution. Puffin adult body mass during chick-
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rearing at the Gannet Islands 1996-98 was lowest in 1997 and highest in 1998. The data

show, however. that inter-year variation in mass correlated negatively with the proportion

ofadult fish in bill-loads. Similarly adult puffin mass was highest when chick diet

comprised moslly larval fish and invertebrates. A possible explanation for this is that

puffins expended more energy reserves when searching or acquiring adult sized fish and

expended more energy diving at or traveling 10 higher quality prey patches. Energy

expenditure may well be reduced when puffins forage on juvenile sculpins and blennies

in shallow waters close to the colony.

Compared with the 19805, seasonal mass loss was not as great in 1996-98 likely

due to differential sampling methods. Birkhead and Nettleship in 1981-83 collected

measurements from breeding puffins laken from active burrows (Birkhead and Nenleship

1985). In contrast, my vertical barrier nets did not discriminate between breeders.

unsuccessful breeders and non-breeders. However. it is also likely that successful and

unsuccessful breeders had mass differences related to reprodllCtive and foraging effort

which may lead to underestimation ofmass early in the season and overestimation late in

the season.

2.4.3 Timing ofbreed.ing

Onset ofbreeding for Atlantic Puffins at the Gannet Islands. labrador was laler in

the 1990s compared to the 19805 but there was no conclusive evidence of
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environmentally induced variation during my study. Notably, all breeding seabirds at the

Gannet Islands began laying eggs later in the 19905 than in the 19805. Atlantic Puffins

had the least pronounced difference in hatch dates between decades while mums and

kittiwakes were a full week later in the 19905 than the 19805 (Bryant 1998, Hipfer el al.ln

press). I believe these timing delays ofa few days in hatch dates fOt" example are unlikely

result of food availability considering the high inter-year variability of prey movements

under nonnal conditions. However, on a broader temporal scale, the chick-rearing period

could be timed with optimal food abundance in order to maximize the number ofyoung

produced (Lack 1968). Seabirds necessarily breed later with increasing latirude because

low temperatures, tTozen ground and sea ice constrain the physical ability of puffins 10

breed on islands. Along this line of reasoning, seabirds in Labrador may be breeding

later due to oceanographic change associated with a cold ocean event which began in the

late 1980s (Drinkwater 1996, J. Anderson pers. comm.). Also, the presence of predators,

such as Arctic Fox, may have delayed breeding in certain years but predation may be

more likely to prevent Of spoil breeding rather than delay laying (Cairns 1985. Craik

1997).

2.4.4 Productivity

One of the most striking results of my study was the observation that puffins at

the Gannet Islands fledged chicks in the absence oftheir supposedly preferred prey. 1be
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lowest hatching and l1edging success occurred in 1996. The absolute reason behind the

low breeding success in 1996 is tmelear but was likely exacerbated by poor capelin

conditions. Several theories have been put forth to explain this phenomenon. such as. late

land fast ice and the presence ofarctic fox during pre-.laying and incubation in 1996 at the

Gannet Islands may also have been a factor affecting egg-laying and hatching (Birkhead

and Nettleship 1985). Though hatching success was much lower in 1998 than 1997,

chances ofchick survival after hatcbing were similar, suggesting that factors occurring

before chick-rearing were most imponant in detennining breeding success in 1997-98.

The influence ofooth avian predators and parasite loading were considered negligible at

the Gannet Islands, Labrador. As in other studies. a seasonal decline in breeding success

was detected at the Gannet Islands puffin colony ( Gaston and Nettleship 1981).

The temporal and spatial availability of fish has been shown 10 influence the

breeding pertonnance of puffins (Hatch and Halch 198980 1989b). Other studies on

Atlantic Puffins repon negative responses to deleterious prey conditions but these are

cases ofextreme breeding failure (e.g. Anker-Nilssen 1987). Nenlesh.ip (1991) showed a

significant decrease in puffin breeding success at Great Island. Witless bay in 198I as a

result of decrease in capelin population butlhese birds exist in an entirely different

ecosystem with a different array ofstress and constraints than in the Northeast Atlantic or

in Norway. The breeding success ofseabirds at the Gannet Islands 1996-98 varied from

species to species. Black.legged Kiniwakes experienced total breeding failure in 1997 al



lite Gannet Islands, Labrador and fledged few young in 1998 due to low food availability

early in the season (Hipfueret a/ .in preM). On the other hand, Common and Thick

billed Mums showed no reduction in productivity between 1981-83 and 1996-97 (Bryant

et a/.I999). Evidently, surface feeders like the kittiwakes are more sensitive to changes

in capelin supply because their foraging strategy is limited to the first few centimetres of

the water column. In the absence ofschooling capclin, it is advantageous that seabirds

arc able to eltploit other food resources through diving.

Investigating Atlantic Puffin burrows during incubation may have a negative

effect on breeding perfonnance (Anker-Nilssen 1987, Harris 1984. Rodway et al.I996.

1998; Rodway 1997. Baillie this teltl), thus my breeding success estimates may be

somewhat reduced compared to the natural population. Mortality of regularly visited

chicks during 1996-98 was most likely a result ofparcntal negl«t. an indirect eff«t of

disturbance at the burrow. Despite the negative investigator effect, I can confidently

report that my results show no evidence for breeding failure in 1996-98.

2.4.5 Chick growth

The rate ofmass gain of Atlantic Puffin chicks was higher in 1983 than in 1996

98. However. the singular dataset I acquired, 1983. was nol necessarily representative of

chicks in 1981 and 1982. Birkhead and Nettleship (1985) reponed mass growth rates

from 1981 and 1982 that were very similar to those in 1997 and 1998. Funhermore. there
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was no difference in wing-length growth between study years on the 19805 and 19905

wh.ich leads me to conclude that wing growth did not respond to the decline of capelin in

chick diet. The Atlantic Puffin has semi-precocial chick development in which the ch.ick

leaves the nest in complelejuvenile plumage after 38 to 75 plus days (Ydenberg 1989).

Puffins generally fledge at 60 - 80 % of adult mass (Ydenberg 1989, Oyan and Anker

Nilssen 1996) and rate of mass gain of puffin nestlings is determined by food intake

(Hislop and Harris 1978). Rate oftinear growth and other parameters were

uncharacteristically low in 1996 but it was difficult to make a direct causal link between

this and diet composition because chick diet was very similar in 1996 and 1997 at the

Gannet Islands. It is possible that 1996 was the anomaly in chick growth due to a

nutritional deficit caused by delayed and limited availability of larger fish (Ricklefs

1983). If food stress was the only constraint. puffin chicks should have faired better

instead of worse in 1996 than;n 1998. I say this because chicks consumed a greater

proportion of large adult fish in 1996. These fish were mainly sandtance. a fish of equal

or greater nutritional value than capelin. In study year 1998, the chicks grew equally as

well as those in 1997 despite a diet of mainly small miscellaneous prey. The high

proportion of larval gadids in thediel during 1996 may be evidence that sculpins and

blenniids. which are of greater nutritional value than gadids. were not as plentiful in near

colooy waters as in 1998.
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2.4.6 Conclusions

Among the three years ofmy study of Atlantic Puffins at the Gannet Islands in the

late 19905, 1996 appeared to have anomalous low breeding perfonnance. If feeding

conditions were good in 1981-83. it would seem that feeding conditions were poor in

1996 and moderate in 1997 and 1998. Poor food supply in 1996 can be defined by a

virtual absence of capelin and a reduced adequate alternative prey source, i.e. post-larval

sandlance. The breeding parameters that appeared to respond to poor food supply were

fledging success, chick mass at age 37 - 40 d and peak mass. Chick wing growth

remained unchanged.

The results of my study 1996-98 do not support the hypothesis that Atlantic

Puffins experience breeding failure or dramatically reduced breeding success during

periods of absence of capelin. Atlantic Puffins in this study made use of alternate prey.

which suggests that individuals at minimal energetic cost to themselves were able to

supply their chicks with a level of nutrition sufficient for them to grow and fledge

successfully. Puffins apparently survived and raised YOWlg for at least five years in the

vinual absence ofspawning aggregations of capelin in southern labrador. Post-larval

sandlance appear to be a superior alternative to capelin. Post-larval sandlance brought to

puffin nestlings was equivalent or greater in lipid, protein and energy density than

immature or spent capelin (Russell 1999, Baillie this text). It is apparent that the role of
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sandlance in puffin diets of the Northwest Atlantic has been understated as even in the

early 19805 po§l-Iarval sandlance comprised up 10 6S % biomass of puffin chick diet.
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Table 2.1 Summary of Atlantic Puffin bill·loads collected at the Gannet Islands,
Labmdor during 1996-98.

y"" Collection Date Number of Nwnbe< Mean no. load mass
period sampling days ofloads ofilems (g)

per load
N(%Ioads) x (SD) x{SD)

01·15 Aug 4 15(12) 11.4(8.9) 5.2(4.6)
1996 16-31 Aug 4 10(8) 6.4(9.4) 5.7(3.8)

01· IS Sep 14 98(80) 10.7(10.9) 8.2(9.3)
16-31 Sep

01·15 Aug
1997 16- 31 Aug 7 22(21) 11.3(11.3) 8.0(8.6)

01· 15 Sep 10 58(54) 9.0(6.8) 11.6(6.9)
[6·31 Sep 9 27 (25) 8.9(6.3) 8.9(6.3)

01·15Aug 21 (IS) 12.6(6.5) 4.3 (7.0)
1998 16-31 Aug 62(52) [1.2(7.8) 7.3(6.4)

01·15Sep 37(31) 14.4(7.5) 7.4(4.7)
16·31 Sep
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Table 2.2 Relative pcrtcnt biomass of Atlantic Puffin chick did taxa at the Gannet
Islands, Labrador during 1996-98.

1996 1997 1998
-;o(n) %(n) %(n)

capclin(larval) 0.2(2) 0.3(3) <0.1 (I)
capclin (immature/female) 2.2 (3) 13.5(19) 25.3 (19)

capclin (gravid female)
capclin (male)

overallcapelin 2.4(5) 13.9(22) 25.3 (20)

sandlance (larval) 5.6(93) 7.9(230) 13.6 (372)

sandlance(adult) 49.2(63) 46.7(93) 18.3 (26)
overall sandlance 54.8(156) 54.6(323) 31.9(398)

arctic cod (larval) 10.1 (269) 1.4(33) 1.5 (33)
arctic cod (adult) 5.5(6) 4.8(9) 1.1 (2)

overall arclic cod 15.6(275) 6.1 (42) 3.6(35)

blenny 1.6(115) 0.8(65) 15.8(558)

sculpin 7.5(165) 13.2(339) 15.7(375)

a1ligatorfish 0.3 (15) 0.2(10) 0.4(23)
white hake

brown hake

daubed shanny 5.7(201) 3.0(120) 2.4(65)

flalfish 0.1 (2)

lumpfish <0.1 (I) 0.2(5) 0.1 (I)

snail fish 0.2(10) <0.1 (3) 0.4(13)

squid 1.8(7) 6.9(45) 3.0(8)

p."""'" 0.7(14) <0.1 (I) 0.3(4)

polychaete 5.9(116) 0.7(17) 0.5(12)

""''''''''' 3.5(112) 0.3(29) 0.4(13)

W>known <0.1 (4) <0.1 (3)

Numberofbill-Ioads 106 107 120
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Table 2.3 Comparison of mean mass and length of larger prey taxa collected from
Atlantic Puffins provisioning chicks at the Gannet Islands., Labrador in the early 1980s
and late 19905.

Mass (g) Length (mm)

Prey type V",
SD (N) SD (N)

capelin
immature or spent 1981- 10.4 7.5 (86)

1982* 9.9 2.0(1\7) 128 2.1 (117)
1983- 14.5 6.1 (227) 149 23.3(227)

1996 5.6 4.9 (6) 106.7 29.9 (6)
1997 8A 4.2 (19) 126.4 24.5 (19)
1998 11.4 2.6 (19) 143.\ 11.0 (17)

sandlance
post-larval 1981- 7.4 1.9 (5)

1982* 4.6 3.' (63) III 35.0 ('3)
1983* 55 2.' (33) 126 19.1 (33)

1996 5.2 3.4 (98) 118.1 27.0 (97)
1997 5.2 3.0(108) 118.1 24.2(106)
1998 2.4 3.1(71) 84.1 31.0 (79)

from Birkhead and Nenleship 1985 (unpublished CWS report)
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Table 2.5 Change in mean body mass ofadult Atlantic Puffins through the breeding
season at the Gannet Islands, Labrador during 1981·83 and 1996-98.

y"" Pre-laying Incubation Chick·rearing

:4: (g) SO (N) :4: (g) SO (N) x (g) SO (N)

1981- 484.4 29.7 (24)
1982- 498.3 31.2 (44) 458.4 30.0 (77)
1983-- 507.0 38.5 (37) 499.2 37.0 (30) 451.6 30.8 (130)

1981-83 498.7 0.' (74) 466.8 15.2 (231)

1996 494.8 32.6 (28) 484.6 31.2 (314) 470.2 34.1 (141)
1997 473.3 28.9 (3) 493.4 37.2 (101) 466.7 35.6 (252)
1998 489.5 40.2 (20) 490.3 43.6 (37) 419.8 37.6 (8)

199().98 491.5 35.4 (51) 486.7 31.8 (512) 468.2 35.1 (401)

from Birkhead and Nettleship unpublished CWS report 1985
re-analyzed data from Birkhead and Nettleship
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Table 2.6 Comparison of Allantic Puffin breeding phenology at the Gannet Islands,
Labrador between the early 19805 and the late 19905.

y"" First Median First Median First Median
oggs laying chicks hatching fledging fledging

1981· os 1... 23 Jun 17 Jul 01 Aug 2S Aug 09 S'"
1982· 22 Jun 30 Jun 01 Aug 09 Aug 09Sq> 18 Sep
1983· 18 Jun 30 Jun 25 Jul 02 Aug 05 Sq> 12 Sep

1996 26 Jun t 03 Aug 05 Aug 15 Sep 20 Sep
1997 27 Jun t 01 Aug 06 Aug 18Sq> 21 Sep
1998 26 Junt 28 Jul 05 Aug 12Sq> 17 Sep

• from Birkhead and Nettleshi" 1985 (unpublished CWS repon)
t median laying dates were back-calculated by subtracting 40 days from median hatch
date (Harris 1984).
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Table 2.7 Swnmary of Atlantic Puffin breeding success at the Gannet Islands during
1996,1997 and 1998.

y"" 1996 1997 1998*

Combined
Was there visitation disturbance YES NO YESINO YES NO
'throughout' the incubation period? 1998

sample

No. eggs.. 5' 38 " J5 40
No. chicks (initially found as eggs)1l 4' J2 43 I. '4
Hatching suca:ss (*/.)11.." (51.2) (84.2) (57.0) (54.0) (60.0)
No.lledgedc 14 14 2J • 14
Fledging success A (%k8 (33.3) (43.8) (53.5) (47.4) (58.3)

No. chicks (initially found as chickh, 70 10 4'
No. fledged( JJ 5 '0
Fledging success B (%)£.D (47.0) (50.0) (47.6)

Total nests in study...o IS' 48 117
Tolal nests with chicks N(%>o.o 112 (73.7) 42 (87.5) 85 (72.6)

Total 00. chicks that lledgedc.( 47 I. 43
Fledging success C (%\'\C'OlB'Ol (42.0) (45.0) (51.0)

Breeding success A: (%11. .. x o/Oc.J 17% 37*1. 31% 26% 34%
B: (%11.. x °/"f) 220/. 38% 29%

* Data for 1998 split into two groups: burrows whkh were regularly extracted tor egg
mass measurements and burrows with eggs that were left relatively undisturbed until the
chicks hatched.
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Table: 2.8 Summary of Allanlic pumn chick growth paramclcrs allhe Gannet Islands., Labrador 1996-98 and 1983
(rc.analyz\.'d raw data collcclcd by Birkheud und Ncltlcshipin 1983).

Growth Unils 1996 1997 1998 1983
Parameler

SO N , SO N , SO N , SO N

linear PhllSl: mass incrcltSl: (gd"l) 7.1 2.8 (40) 9.0 1.8(18) 9.4 2.2 (35) 12.1 3.1 (29)
Growlh Rale wing increase (mm-d'l) 3.9 0.3 (18) 4.1 0.4 (35) 4.0 0.7 (29)

Ag..: 1- 3d mass (g) 51.1 8.0 (60) 59.6 12.0 (12) 54.2 9.3 (46) 48.6 4.3 (40)
wing (mm) 23.0 4.1 (60) 22.7 1.I (12) 24.4 2.6 (46) 22.8 1.7 (40)

::.:
AgclO.12d mass (g) 116.7 24.8 (46) 126.9 16.9 (7) 139.9 20.0 (41) 110.1 21.3 (34)

wing (mm) 32.1 4.2 (46) 38.7 7.7 (7) 40.2 5.1 (41) 32.3 4.1 (34)

Age37-40d mass (g) 268.7 41.6 (37) 355.831.3(18) 337.7 39.2 (23) 380.7 29.9 (31)
wing (mm) 121.211.8(37) 131.8 4.9 (18) 134.2 7.6 (23) 130.6 7.2(31)

Peak MIISS mass (g) 290.4 34.6 (29) 370.3 24.8 (20) 345.5 39.1 (41) 400.3 28.9 (35)
wing (mm) 120.0 21.8 (29) 133.1 7.1 (20) 126.6 9.1 (41) 128.4 9.7 (33)

age (d) 38.9 12.7 (29) 38.8 3.0 (17) 33.8 3.5(33) 37.9 3.6 (31)

Fledge mass (g) 295.5 5.0 (2) 344.3 25.0 (14) 348.0 15.2 (5) 362.3 34.4 (34)
wing (mm) 142.5 2.1 (2) 141.4 4.5 (14) 141.8 4.9 (5) 142.6 5.0 (30)
u~c(d) 45.0 0.0 (2) 43.9 2.3 (10) 41.7 LS (3) 44.9 2.1



Table 2.9 Mean mass comparison of frequently weighed Atlantic Puffin chicks and those
weighed only once at the Gannet Islands. Labrador during 1996, 1997 and 1998.

Wing Weighed Frequently t-test
longth V.... weighed results
class (g) (g)
(mm) Mean df

SD N SD N Difl'.

19% 261.5 46.0 262.8 19.6
110-119 1997 310.8 25.0 330.0

1998 296.5 31.8 253.0 37.6

19% 283.0 41.0 13 272.7 45.2 IS 8.8 43 1 0.'
120-129 1997 350.0 42.5 9 352.5 36.2 2 ·2.5 13 .() 0.9

1998 331.0 28.3 2 310.6 40.3 8 20.4 8 I 0.'

19% 290.1 45.6 14 282.4 22.0 10 4.3 28 0.7
130-139 1997 362.1 44.2 12 345.0 27.4 4 17.1 14 0'>

1998 385.4 44.1 , 327.3 29.4 I. 58.1 19 0.003

19% 320.0 28.1 • 305.3 11.8 4 IS II 0.2
140-149 1997 358.9 39.8 9 335.0 24.2 , 23.9 12 0.3

1998 376.4 29.3 14 346.7 29.8 14 30 2. 0.01

19%
150-159 1997 355.0

1998 431.5 27.6

199. 291.0 42.3 35 277.9 34.7 34 11.3 8. 0.2
110-159 1997 349.7 42.6 3. 344.4 27.7 17 12.8 43 0.3

1998 372.8 43.1 " 324.0 41.5 41 43.5 57 <.0001
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Table 2.10 Feeding rates reported for Atlantic Puffins in Newfoundland and Labrador
during chick-rearing.

Colony Ye", Bill-load mass Feeding rate Daily food intake

(g) (meals-d· l
) (gd· l )

SO N SO N SO N

1996 8.1 7.3 (101)
1997 11.1 8.1 (104) 3.2 0.4 (3) J5

Gannet 1998 6.9 '.8 (120) 4.7 0.8 (2) 32
Islands

I 98J'1' 15.3 8.1 ('6)
1982- 12.4 (100) 3.1 0.2 (2) 38
1983- 14.8 (181) 4.0 0.8 (2) '9

Great 1967.-69" 12 6.4 174 3.6 1.1 (17) 44
Island 1981" 45

1982·83" 14 6.6 180 3.8 1.1 (60) "

From Birkhead and Neuleship 1985
From Nettleship 1991
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Figure 2.1 Map showing the position of the Gannet Islands Ecological Reserve.
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Figure 2.2 Annual proponions of prey delivered to Atlantic Puffin chicks at the Gannet
Islands 1996-98. Number ofbill-loads (number of sampling days in parentheses).
nwnberofprey items and total mass (8) ofprey are displayed above each bar of the
percent occurrence. percent frequency and percent mass graphs, respectively.
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Figure 2.3 Scatterplols display the relationship between food load mass and number of
items per load brought 10 puffin nestlings al the Gannet: Islands. Labrador in 1996 (a),
1997 (b) and 1998 (c).
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Figure 2.5 Seasonal change of bill·load mass and number of items per bill-load fed to
young puffins at the Gannet Islands in 1996 (a), 1997 (b) and 1998 (c). Early, middle.
late, and end chick-rearing period are represemed by, white. stippled. horizontally- and
venically-striped boxes. Upper and lower boundaries oroox (25th to 75th quartiles)
contain 50 -;0 oCthe values. whiskers extend to higher and lower values and empty circles
represet1loutliers.
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Figure 2.6 Comparison of relative percent biomass of prey items delivered to young
Atlanlie Puffins at the Gannet Islands in the early 19805 and late 19905.
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Figure 2.7 Length frequency distribution of capelin collected from Atlantic Puffins
provisioning chicks al the Gannet Islands in 1996 (a), 1997 (b), 1998 (c) and 1983 (d).
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Figure 2.8 Length frequency distribution of sandlancc collected from Atlantic Puffins
provisioning chicks at the Gannet Islands in 1996 (a), 1997 (b), 1998 (e) and 1983 (d).
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Figure 2.9 Growth curves of Atlantic Puffin chick mass (a) and wing length (b) at the
Gannet Islands. Solid dots represent study year 1983, solid squares for 1996, aslerisk for
1997 and solid triangle for 1998.
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CHAPTER THREE

rNTER-COLONY COMPARISON OF ATLANTIC PUFFIN NESTLING DIET AND

REPRODUCTIVE PARAMETERS: GULL ISLAND, WITLESS BAY,

NEWFOUNDLAND AND THE GANNET ISLANDS, LABRADOR

Abstract

Icompared nestling diet and growth, breeding phenology, breeding success and

adull mass of Atlantic Puffins between two seabird colonies with presumed high and low

capelin availability. Puffins at their Gull Island, Witless Bay breeding colony were

expected to exhibit better reproductive perfonnance than puffins under apparent food

stress al the Gannet Islands, labrador. Puffin chick diet at Gull Island 1997·98 consisted

of approximately 60 to 70 0/. (by mass) capelin, supplemented by larval sandlance in

1997 (16 0/.), and post-larval sandlance in 1998 (21 "It). The proportion ofcapelin in

chick diet at Gull Island consistently exceeded that at the Gannet Islands by JS to 67 'Yo.

Gravid and I·group capelin, predominant in early chick-rearing at Gull Island, were

completely absent from chick diet at the Gannet Islands. Alternate prey (by percent

mass) at the Gannet Islands were post-larval sandlance in 1996 (46 %) and 1997 (48 'Yo),

and smallcrmiscellaneous prey (SS 0/.) in 1998. There was no inter~lony difference in

the nutritional value of capelin or sandlance. Inter-species lipid, protein and energy

density was significantly higher in post·larval sandlance than in both adult and immature
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capelin at both colonies. Puffins at the Gannet Islands colony experienced low breeding

success in 1996. Peak and fledge mass ofchicks was consistettlly lower at Gull Island

even when expressed as a percent ofadult mass. The high inler·year variability in chick

diet at both colonies and the low variation in breeding parameters during my study leads

me to suggest that puffins al the labrador colony are resilient to large scale but perhaps

nol extreme prey base changes.
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3.1 Introduction

In the Northwest Atlantic. capelin Ma/lotus viJlosU$, a small migratory pelagic

smelt. is considered 10 be the prd'crred prey for Alcids during the breeding season. The

did of nestling Atlantic Puffins Frote,oJa an:tica consists almost entirely ofsmall fish

and to a~ extenl invertebrate species (Anker·Nilssen 1987: Barm1 et al.1985.

1987; Anker-Nilssen and Rostad 1993; Russell 1999). Atlantic Puffins are multiple

prey.Joaders which means they can capture and carry several prey types in one foraging

trip (Harris and Hislop 1978). Despite widely documenled variability in puffin diets

(Ashcroft 1979, Barrelt and Furness 1990. Barrett and Krasnov 1996, Rodwayand

Monlevecchi 1996, Russell (999), some researchers have suUesled that puffins in the

Northwest Atlanlic are specialist feeders and unable 10 cope with large scale prey base

variation (Brown and Nettlcship 1984). This assumpCion was made. in part, because

puffins provisioning chicks in Witless Bay, Newfoundland consistently utilized capelin

during the capclin spawning season and experienced breeding fail~ in one year of low

capclin abundance (Nenleship 1991. Rodway and Montevecc:h.i 1996, Baillie this lexl).

In lhe early 19805 at a more northern colony in Labndor. puffin chick diets comprised

mainly capelin in two years during a three year study (Birkhead and Nenleship 1985).

Russell (1999) recently reponed that capelin consislently dominated puffin diets at

Baccalieu Island. but showed that al several other breeding colonies of insular

Newfoundland, percentage ofcapelin received by nestlings was more variable and much
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lower (to 0 e;. at times) with no apparent negative repercussions for Atlantic Puffin

reproductive succ:ess. This contradicted the previously hdd assumption that there was

no suitable ahcrnarive prey to spawning capelin (Brown and Nenleship 1984). It was

also predicted that in the prolonged absence ofcapdin. seabird productivity and

survivorship would suffer (Brown and Nenleship 1984). For at least five breeding

seasons prior to my study, puffins were likely unable to acc:css spawning aggregations

ofcapdin at the Gannet Islands. labrador.

[ compared Atlantic Puffin parental prey harvest and breeding parameters betwCC1l

the Gannelisiands. Labrador and Gull Island, Witless Bay. soulheastern Newfoundland.

The objectives of my study were to assess the degree to which puffin reproductive

parameters were affected by the dramatic decline in capelin abundance in labrador and to

contIaSl these reproductive parameters wilh a Newfoundland colony near which capdin

were plentiful. I hypothesized that puffins in a region of 'ow capdin abundance would

experience lower reproductive 5UOCCSS and chide growth parameters than puffins in

Witless Bay, southeastern Newfoundland.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Study sites

Seventy.five percent of Atlantic Puffins in lhe Northwest Atlantic breed within

the Witless Bay Ecological Reserve on the Avalon Peninsula, Newfoundland (Rodway et
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01.1998) (Figure 3.1). The first of my two study colonies, Gull Island, witless Bay (47"

15.8'N, 52 0 46.3'W) is the second largest puffin breeding colony within this reserve

(Cairns et 0/.1989). Gull Island lics less than 5 km from land and 50 - 74 m cliffs

surround the island which supports an over-mature coniferous forest bordered by

tussocky grass and areas ofbare rock and soil. Summer temperatures average 20 "C and

land fasl ice in nearby bays dissipates by late April (Birkhead and Nettleship 1995). The

Gannet Islands archipelago (53 0 56'N, 56 0 32'W) Labrador (Figure 3.1), are home 10

approltimalely 100,000 pairs of auks including 39,300 pairs of puffins (Lock et 0/.1994).

The islet known as Ge2 where I conducted my research wilhin the archipelago, is

predominantly used by bunow and crevice nesters such as puffins and Razorbills.

Swmner temperature averages 10 "C with extensive sea ice between December and mid

lune (Birkhead and Neltleship 1995).

Atlanlic Puffins al Gull Island, Willess Bay arrive al the colony in April and begin

laying in May, four 10 five weeks earlier than those at IheGannet Islands (Birkhead and

Neltleship 1985, Nettleship 1991). Median hatch and fledge dates for Atlantic Puffins al

Gull Island are late lune and mid-August (Caims et 0/.1989). AI the Gannet Islands

median hatching dale for Atlantic Puffins is 30 luly - 10 August (Birkhead and Nenleship

19(5) and median fledging date is late September (Birkhead 1985). The nestling

populations finish tledging at roughly the same time by calendar date al both colonies. I

conducted fieldwork on Gull Island from early June 10 late luly and the Gannet Islands in
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early AUgust to mid - late Septemberduring both study years. In 1998, a fidd assistant

remained at Gull Island after my depanurc to continue data collection through to mid

A._
In addition to location, climate and differential prey rqimc:s, other important

differences exist between study colonies. Entirely absent at the Gannet Wands, seabird

and whale-based tourism is a heavy soun;e of human ttaffic around Gull Island and

though landings at the island are restricted, at least 20 boat trips pass the island at close

proltimity each day. Levels of Hcning Gull kleptoparasitism were high at Gull Island

and virtually non-existent at the Gannet Islands (per.;onal observalion). Great Black

backed Gull populations and potential for predation appeared 10 be higher at Gull Island.

especially before the spawnina aggregations ofcapelin arrive (pen. obs.).

].2.2 Field methodology and data analyses

Data collection and treatment of diet oomposition. prey size, proximate

composition analyses, adult mass, phenology, productivity and chid growth were

conducted as described in Section 2.2 (pp. 12-18). Puffin chid diet was collected at Gull

Island in 1997 only during mid chid-rearing, therefore inter-annual statistical analyses

were limited to this period. I did not pnx:ure laying dates as Atlantic Puffins typically

exhibit a negative breeding response to investigator disturbance at burrows early in the

breeding season (Birkhead and Nettleship 1983, Hams 1984, Rodway and Montevecchi
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1996). Atlantic Puffin burrows on Gull Island were inspected regularly in 1998. however

only date of first hatching chicks was observed in 1997. I estimated median hatch date

for 1997 by adding the time interval between first chicks and median hatch (12 days),

observed in 1998, to the date of first chicks in 1997. Median laying dates for both study

years were based on previously reported estimates for incubation period in Willcss Bay of

42 days (Nettleship 1972). Though chicks were not regularly measured in 1997.

haphazard samples of once-measured chicks were collected on 20· 24 August 1997 (N ,.

131) and 12 - 13 September 1997 (N = 117). A sample of once-measured chicks was also

obtained in 1998 (N = 25)on 13 - 14 August 1998. Igrouped chicks into I em wing

length classes to compare chick condition as a function ofmass.

Statistical methodology is outlined in Results 3.3 where necessary. All statistical

analyses were conducted in SPSS 6.0 and Statvicw 4.0 for Macintosh. Wherever Chi·

square 2 x 2 contingency tables exist, I used Yates correction equation (Zar 1984).ln

1998. chicks of known age were measured regularly through early July to the middle of

August (Figure 3.11). I dcrennined the time period in which the rate of mass and wing

gain was linearly dependent on time by inspecting residuals of linear regressions on

pooled data ofgrowth parameters through time. I proceeded to eliminate data from the

upper and lower ages of the curve until residuals first became linear which was between

chick age 13 ·25 days. Then I perfonned a linear regression on growth and age for each

chick to obtain the mathematical slope of the linear equation and averaged the slopes to
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obtain growth rates representative of the population. For the inter-colony comparison of

chick growth. I considered two modes ofcomparison for puffin chicks between the Gull

Island, Witless Bay 1997-98 and Gannet Islands 1996-98 breeding colonies. First, I

assessed the inter-colony morphological size difference between chick populations by

comparing chick mass within l-em wing length classes. Wing length in 1996 at the

Gannet Islands was measured differently than in other colony-years between the ages of

10 days and 2S days. This is the period between when the feather shaft began to develop

(30 - 50 mm) and before the feather emerged from the shaft (80 - 100 mm). Chicks with

wing lengths over 110 nun were used in the inter· colony comparison of mass at l.go

wing lengths but 1996 nestling measuremenls were not included in analyses for wing

growth rate. Second, I compared the mass. wing length and tarsus length ofknown age

chicks at discrete age classes (Le. 1 ·3 d. 10 - 12 d. 37 • 4Od. peak mass, "edge mass)

and chick growth rales between colonies. Chick mass was expressed as a percent of adult

mass to account for geographic differences in morphology and the resultant percentage

dala were arcsine transformed for statistical analyses to meet assumptions of residual

nonnality.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Diet composition

Atlantic Puffins breeding at Gull Island, Witless Bay 1997-98 delivered 15 taxa of

small pelagic fish and invertebrates to their young. In 1997, forage fish constituted 96 %

(by mass) and 98 % (by numbers) ofchick diet. In 1998, forage fish comprised 98 % (by

mass) and 89 % (by numbers) of chick diet. The majority of these fish comprised

immature or spent capelin with mean seasonal biomass of53 "I. in 1998, the only year in

which sampling occurred from early to Iale nestling periods (Figure 3.18). In 1998, the

second most abundant food item in young puffin diets was post-larval sand1ance at 34 %

biomass. Invertebrate species consisted ofhyperiid and gammarid amphipods,

euphausiids and one species of squid. llJe::c Ulecebrosw.

3.3.1.1 Inler-annual varialionGulllsland 1997-98

Annual variation was apparent in both the presence and proportions of various

prey species or groups ofspecies. I limited inter-annual comparison of puffin chick diet

10 the middle chick-rearing period (the second bi-weekly period after median chick hatch)

because this was !he only period in which diet was sampled in 1997 (Figure 3.2b;

Appendill. B for numerical repRSefllation of proportions). For initial perusal ofintcr

annual variation in diet. I categorized species into eight groups: adult capelin (post 1

group), I-group capelin, post.larval sandlance, larval sandlance. cottids, blenniids, hake
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and other. In a 2 J( 8 contingency table, significant variation in diet composition was

apparent during middle chick-rearing between study years 1997 and 1998 by biomass (ll

= 192.4, df= 7, P < 0.0001) and by numbers (Xl = 190.7, df= 7, P < 0.0001). Inspection

for high local X~ statistics within the contingency table suggested that varialion was

largely due to differences in proportions of I.group capelin, larval sandlance and post

larval sandlance between years. This is evident from inspection of the data alone

(Appendix. B). There were decidedly higher proportions of I.group capelin and larval

sandlance and lower proportions of posi-larval sandlance at Gull Island in 1997 than in

1998.

AI Gull Island. adult capelin comprised 70 and 67 % ofdiet biomass in 1997 and

1998 during middle chick·rearing (Xl = 1.9. df= I. P = 0.2). The numerical frequency of

adult capelin in 1997. al 34 %, was lower than 42 % 1"C(:0rded in 1998. Relative

proponions of gravid. male, and immature or spent female capelin biomass did not vary

from year to year during middle chick·rearing period (Xl"" 5.7, df .. 2, p = 0.()6).

AI Gull Island in 1998. the proportion of post-larval sandlance by biomass.

frequency and ()C(:urrence in bill-loads was len times greater compared to the same phase

of the nestling period during 1997. The difference in annual post-larval sandlance

biomass was significant(l~ '" 895,df= I, P < 0.0001). In 1997, post-larval fish

comprised only II % of IotaI sandlance intake, whereas in 1998. post-larval sandlance

made up 86 % of total sandlance biomass delivered to nesllings.
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Despile this,. overall proponion of smaller fish and invertebl11tes, prey other than

adult capelin and sandlance, was higher in 1991 than 1998 at Gull Island. The difference

in percenl biomass between 1991,210/., and 1998, 13 'Yo, was significant (X!" 34.8, df=

I, P< O.(K)(}I) which COlTCSpOnded to a decline in numerical frequency of miscellaneous

prey from 81'/, in 1997 to 71 0/, in 1998 (Xl = 20.5, df= I, p< 0.0001). Squid was

collecled in 1998 and not in 1997 though puffins were seen carrying squid to young in the

laner mentioned year.

Mean bill-load mass during chick-rearing in 1997 (9.9 ± 6.3 g, N = 66) was not

slatistically different from that in 1998 (9.3 ± 6.5 g, N = 59; II:!) "0.5, P = 0.6). The

statistical variance for number of items per bill-load was over IWice as large as the mean

so these dala were logarithmically transfonned 10 meet assumpllons of nonnality (Fowler

and Cohen 1992). Original mean forilems per bill-load in 1997 (7.1 ± 7.9, N = 67) was

significantly higher than in 1998 (3.3 ± 4.5, N = 59; tl:~ = 3.2, P = 0.002). Puffins

provisioned nestlings with meals conlaining lwice as many items per bill-load in 1997

than in 1998, yet there was a grealer proportion ofone fish bill-loads in 1997 (48 %) than

in 1998(27%).

3.3.1.2 Intra-annual variation Gull Island 1998

Diet biomass afadult capetin at Gull Island increased markedly from 31 % in

early chick-rearing, 10 67 % in middle season, then declined slighlly in late chick-rearing
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to 57 %. Despite the late season decline in biomass. numbers ofadult capelin brought to

nestlings doubled from 22 % to 42 % in the first two bi-weekly periods then increased the

third 10 52 % diet frequency.

The relative proportion of gravid. male. and immature or spent capelin biomass

delivered to puffin nesllings varied statistically from early 10 middle 10 lale chick-rearing

(Xl = 246.2, df= 4. P < 0.0001). Seventy-nine percent by mass (N s 14) of gravid female

capelin collected in 1998 were delivered during the first bi-weekly period of chick

rearing. In early chick-rearing. gravid females comprised 44 % ofadult capelin biomass

which decreased to 8 % in middle chick-rearing and were complelely absenl from diel in

lale chick-rearing after 29 July 1998. Immature or spent capelin comprised 49. 74 and 87

"I. of total adull capelin mass in early. middle and late chick-rearing. Immature or spent

female capelin were the sole prey items presenl in over halfof all bill-loads delivered to

puffin chicks in middle and lale chick-rearing. The proportion of male capelin was

consistently lower than gravid and immature or spent individuals reaching a peak in the

middle chick-rearing during lale July. Biomass. numerical frequency and occurrence in

bill-loads of I-group capelin was relatively high early in the season then diminished in

the third week after median halch date. After 20 July 1998. I-group capelin were

completely absent from chick diet.

The conlribution ofpost-larva1 sandlancc to nestling diet at Gull Island was

relatively high throughoUI the season. Post-larval sandlance temporarily declined in diet
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by pcn:cIIt biomass and 0CCWTCnCe during the second bi-wed:Jy period after chick hatch

and then reached original proportions by late season (Appendix 8). In contnsl, a minute

increase in the nwncricaJ frequency ofsandlance from carty and middle chick-rearing

preceeded a four-fold numerical frequency increase from middle to late chick-rearing.

The diffc:rena:s ror percent mass., frequency and occurrence in bill-loads between periods

differed significantly (Xl .. 77.1. df a 2. p < 0.0001; X~" 25.5. dr- 2. p < 0.0001; X~"

9.2.dr= 2, p-O.OI. ~peclivety).

Analysis of smaller fish and invenebrate prey items revealed a distinct seasonal

decline at Gull Island from 100 % occurrence in bi11-loads early in the season to 18.8 %

in late chick-rearing. Percent biomass of small fish and invenebrates declined from 19 to

IJ 10 3 % through carty. middle and late chick-rearing. Percent frequency ofthcse liny

pI'ey decreased fiom 90 % to 73 % early in the summc:r and dropped markedly to 28 % of

pI'ey items in hue chick·rearing. Thedc:creasc:s in pen;:mt btomass, frequency. and

occurrence ofadull fish were significant (X:., 69.9. dr· 2. p < 0.0001; X: 3- 160.7. dfa 2.

p < 0.0001: X~ = 10.7. dr- 2. p - 0.005. respectively).

Bill-load size means did not vary significantly in mass from early (10.2: 6.7 g, N

- 60) to middle (9.3 : 6.5 g, N .. 59) to late chick-rearing period (10.4 : 5.4 g, N .. 48) at

Gull Island during 1998 (f;'.lll-l '"' 0.4. P '" 0.644). In contrasl. there was a marked decline

in nwn~ofilemsperbill-load throughout the season from 7.8: 11.5 (N =60)103.3 ±

4.5 (N = 59) and 1.7 ± 1.4 (N '" 48) items per chick meal (F;'.lll-l so 10.2. P < OJ)()())).
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3.3.1.3 Inter-annual comparison. GuJllsland and Gannet Islands

The majority of prey species fed to young puffins at Gull Island, Witless Bay

1997-98 and the Gannet Islands, Labrador 1996-98 occurred in remarkably different

proportions (Figure 3.3). Adult capelin and post-larval sandlance Wefe the most utilized

prey, together consisting of no less than 4S % diet biomass. During my study. capelin

was markedly more abundant in the diet at Willess Bay whereas sandlance had the

dominant role in Labrador. Species diversity of smaller fish in chick diet at Gull Island

and the Gannet Islands was remarkably similar though prey composition was slightly

more diverse at the more northern colony.

The proportions of capelin were markedly higher at Gull Island than at the Gannet

Islands (Table 3.1. Figure 3.3). Puffin diet collected atlhe Gannet Islands was

completely devoid of male and gravid capelin with very little I-group capelin relative to

capelin assemblage in the GuJllsland chick diet. At the Gannet Islands, percent mass of

capelin was highest in 1997 during middle chick.rearing yet this was less than halflhe

proportion ofcapelin at Gull Island in any year. Numerical frequency ofcapelin at Gull

Island was twenty-fold that ofGannet Islands. Percent occurrence ofcapelin was highest

at Gull Island in 1998 and lowest al the Gannet Islands in 1996.

Proportions of post-larval sandlance were highest during 1996 and 1997 at the

Gannet Islands and lowest at Gull Island in 1997. However, in 1998 at Gull Island,
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annual percent of sandlance biomass. numerical frequency and occurrence in bill-loads

was over double that for the Gannet Islands in 1998.

At the Gannet Islands in 1998, provisioning puffins fed a greater proponion of

small fish and invenebrates to nestlings than in any other colony-year. At the Gannet

Islands, the most common species of smaller fish, in descending order by percent

occurrence in bill-loads, were $Culpins, blenniids and larval sandlance, while at Gull

Island larval sandlance and I-group capelin predominated. Invenebrates at Gull Island

consisted ofcrustaceans for the most part. while at the Gannet Islands polychaetcs. squid

and pterapod molluscs were imponant.

One-group capelin were rare at the Gannet Islands yet comprised a considerable

proportion of the Gull Island chick diet. especially in 1997. Larval sandlance were most

abundant in diets of 1997 at Gull Island but appeared to be comparably ulilized at the

Gannet Islands, especially in 1998. I found no species overlap between colonies within

the gadid group, arctic cod appears in the Gannet Islands nestling diet and white hake at

Gull Island. Blenniids and cottids occUJTed at both colonies in all yean. Flatfish

occurred al both colonies but only in 1998. Polychaetes, pterapods. and daubed shannies

also present at the Gannet Island were non-existent at Gull Island.

Mean bill-load mass for Gull Island 1998 was 9.9 % 6.3 g iN ~ 167) and 4.4 % 3.2

giN = 71), lOA % 8.3 g (N = 105) and 6.8 ± 5.8 g (N = 120) for the Gannet Islands 1996.

1997 and 1998, fespeclively. Numberofitems per bill-load was 4.5 % 7.8 (N" 167) at
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Gull Island 1998, and 14.4 ± 10.7 (N :0 77), 9.4 ± 7.7 (N:o 108), and 12.5 ± 7.5 (N =

120), at the Gannet Islands 1996, 1997 and 1998, respectively. It is important to note that

the means for colony-year Gannet Islands 1997 do oot include early chick·rearing.

During middle chick-rearing, there was no significant difference in bill·load mass

between colony or year at Gull Island during 1997-98 and the Gannet Islands during

1997-98 (Fl-'oJ '" 3.6, P s 0.06). However, mean nwnberofitems per bill-load was

significantly lower at Gull Island, 5.3 ± 6.8 (N:o 126) than the Gannet Islands, 11.3 ± 8.7

(N:o 84) (F,_'Oo '" 28.1, P< 0.0001).

3.3.1.4 Intra-annual comparison Gull Island and Gannet Islands

Proportions of all major prey types by percent mass, fmIuency and occurrence

changed through the nestling period (Figure 3.4a·c and Appendilt B). Temporal tends for

most prey types differed between Gull Island 1998 the Gannet Islands 1996-98.

There was a marked decline in proportions of adult capelin at the Gannet Islands

from early to middle chick-rearing while at the Gull Island puffin colony adult capelin

increased from early to middle chick-rearing (Figure 3.4a-c). Gravid capclin were most

prevalent early in nestling period at Gull Island and completely absent from puffin diet at

the Gannet Islands. Initial appearance of I-group capelin at the Gannet Islands was much

later in the ncsl1ing season than at Gull Island where proportions were highest in the first

bi-weekly period of chick-rearing.
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Proportions of post·larval sandlance in chick diet were highly variable among

colony·years ll(X:ording to stage of the breeding season (Figure JAa-c). At Gull Island

1998. sandlance occurred in high proportions throughout the nestling season. a situation

very similar to that at the Gannet Islands 1997. Conversely, at the Gannet Islands in 1996

post-larval sandlancc did not appear until middle chick·rearing and decreased in late

chick·rcaring, while in 1998 at the Gannet Islands post-larval sandlanc:e occurred in very

low proportions carly in the season and ina-cased through the entire season.

At Gull Island 1998. smaller prey including hake, larval capelin and sandlance.

conids and crustaceans were most prevalCTIt early in the nestling period. In contrast at the

Gannet Islands smaller prey, as in gadids and cottids, either persisted or increased in diet

through the summer months. At Gull Island. crustaceans appeared in diet early in

nestling period and were absent in later season, yet at the Gannet Islands they persisted

throughout the season and in higher proportions that at Gull Island.

In general. there was a negative relationship between change in load mass and

numbers of prey items per load from period to period. This relationship was most

prevalent at the Gannet Islands in 1996·98. Interestingly, at Gull Island in 1998. the

overall trend of increase in load mass in 1998 corresponded to an increase in load size.

The Gannet Islands scanerplots typically were dominated by a clumped distribution

replete with multiple larval/juvenile prey loads, especially in August (Figure J.5). At

Gull Island in 1998. there was a clumped distribution of small fish loads and a few one
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fish loads during the early chick-rearing period then the distribution became even during

middle chidc-rearing. and in late chick-rearing the distribution was c1wnped and

dominated by one: fish k)ads (Figure 3.5).

3.3.2 Size disttibution of~

3.3.2.1 Inter-annual variationGuJllsland 1997-98

Allantic Puffin chico at Gull Island, Witless Bay 1997-98 were fed prey items

that ranged in mass and length from 0.1 gand 15 mm toa 21.8 g male capelin anda212

nun post-larval sandlance (Table 3.2). Mean mass ofadull capelin at Gull Island was 8.7

::I:: 4.5 g (N" 157) and 129.0::1:: 20.9 nun (N" 148) was the mean 'total fish' length over

the two study years. lbough individuaJ post-larval sandlance. ofthc same length as

capc:lin. gmmllly wdghcd less (Appendix C(ii», the overall mean for individual mass in

1997-98,9.2:t 5.6 g (N - 69). was gremcrthan that for adult capelin, duetoa higher

proportion of longer sandlance averaging 153.0 ± 39.6 nun (N - 68). Other individual

prey items were well under 100 nun in length with the excepcion ofone 103 mm posI

larval White Halce.

Mean mass and length ofadult capelin including grav\d females. males and

immatw'e or spent capelin at Gull Island in 1998 was 9.0 ± 3.9 g (N" 1(6) and 133.2 ±

16.6 mm (N = 95). In 1998, adult male capc:lin delivered 10 nestling puffins were heavier

and longer than both gravid and immature or spent capelin (Table 3.3). Conver5C:ly in
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1997, gravid capelin were the heaviest and longest ofthe adult capelin and in both years

immature or spent capelin were the smallest. During middle chick·rearing, mean mass of

adult capelin was 8.2 ± 5.6 g (N =51) and 9.5 ± 4.3 g (N =41) in 1997 and 1998,

respectively. This annual difference in individual capelin mass was not significant (1'1 =.

0.6, P = 1.0) though capelin were significantly shorter (t~l • -2.5, P = 0.02) in 1997 than

1998 with total body length of 122.2 ± 25.5 nun (N "" 53) and 134.1 ± 19.8 mm (N: 36),

respectively.

The morphology and length distribution ofsandlance in 1997 was distinctly

unlike that of 1998 (Table 3.3). In 1997, puffins provisioned chicks on smaller, unsealed

and metamorphosed, post-larval sandlance. The larval sandlance. 15 - 25 mm, and small

post-larval sandlance.6O· 125 mm. prevalent in 1997, were replaced in importance by

125 - 225 mm post.larval sandla.nce in chick diet of 1998 (Figure 3.6). In 1998, post

larval sandlance ranged. fiom 4.3 - 20.3 g and 127 • 212 mm yet in 1997 only three fish

collected. of71 bill·loads, fell within this range with a mean mass of5.4 ± 4.0 g (N .: 2)

and total length 139.3 ± 17.8 mm(N :3).

3.3.2.2 Intra-annual variation at Gull Island 1998

Mean mass of adult capelin was highest in early July (9.6 ± 3.6 g, N = 27) and

lowest in early August (8.0 ± 3.7 g, N .. 38) but the difference in mass between bi.weekly

periods was not significant (Fl .,OJ = 1.7, P = 0.2). The higher mass early in the season is
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attribuled to a greater proportion ofgravid capelin. Mean length of &dull capelin

increased slightly Ihrough the season from 131.3 ± 13.1 mm (N = 25) in early chick

rearing 10 134.0 ± 15.6 mm (N = 34) in late chick·rearing and, again, this difference was

not signi6cant (F!.,,- = 0.2, P = 0.8).

Post-larval sandlancc generally decreased in size throughout the nestling period.

Mean mass ofadull sandlancc was 12.9 ± 3.7 g (N '" 23), 9.2 ± 5.1 g (N = 13) and 10.5 ±

4.1 g (N "" 19) in early, middle and late chick·rearing, respectively (F~.n '" 3.8, P = 0.03).

Length ofposi-larval sandlancc also declined through the summer and was lowest in late

July with means from early to lale chick-rearing of 176.3 ± 16.6 nun (N = 23), 158.2 ±

18.5 mm(N = 25.8) and 169.0± 18.5 mm(N = 18) (F~JI '" 3.5, p=O.04). Notable was

Ihe steadily increasing trend in length of smaller fish such as I-group capelin, larval

sandlancc, coltids and blennies brought to young puffins through the chick-rearing period

untillhey viltUally disappcan:d from !he diet in early Augusl.

3.3.2.3 Inter-annual comparison Gull Island and Gannet Islands

The most frequently occurring size class ofadull capclin at Gull Island in 1997-98

was 140 - 180 nun and 120 - 160 mm at !he Gannet Islands 1996-98 (Figure 3.7). Sizcof

immature or spent capelin increased from 1996 to 1998 at !he Gannet Islands and !he

overall mean mass was 9.9 ± 3.8 g(N '" 38). The length, as well as mass. ofcapelin in
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1997 al the Gannet Islands was most similar to thai of Gull Island in 1998. Capelin at the

Gannet Islands in 1998 were the largest collected during this study.

The most frequently ocaming size class of post-larval sandlance at Gull Island

was 150 - 200 nun in 1997-98. At the Gannel Islands the most frequently occurring size

class of post-larval sandlance was 100 - 150 mm (Figw-e 3.8). The smallesl sandlance in

any of the five colony-years were colleclcd at Gull Island 1997 and the largcst at Gull

Island 1998. The mean mass and length of individual post-larval sandlance at Gull Island

in 1998 was approximately 6.0 g heavier and 50 nun longer than sandlan«' collecled at

the Gannet Islands in 1996 and 1997. Sandlance collected at the Gannet Islands in 1998

were small and similar to those fed 10 young puffins al Gull Island in 1997.

Mass and length of immature or spent capelin decrease through the season at the

Gannet Islands in 1996 and 1997 yel increased Ihrough the 1998 season. At Gull Island.

mass remained constant throughout the season though length of fish increased from early

to middle chick-rearing (Figure 3.9). Post-larval sandlance length and mass generally

increased from middle 10 late chick-rearing al Gull Island yet a decreasing trend was

prevalenl at the Gannet Islands (Figw-e 3.10).
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3.3.3 Proltimate composition and energy density ofchick diet

3.3.3.1 Variation between prey species, Gull Island 1998:

Fat content

In rank order for percent fat of wet body mass, adult sandlance was highest, 4.7 ±

2.0 % (N "" 7), then gravid sandlance. 4 '10, couids 3 0/... immature or spent capelin. 2.2 ±

1.9 (N = 4), gravid femalecapelin, 1.5 ± 0.4 % (N '"' 2), and the lowest fat content was in

a sample of male capelin, 0.2 %. Fat content ofjuvenile fish was 50 '10 lower than adult

fish which had a mean fat content of3.1 ± 2.2 % (N = 16).

Water content

A sample of gravid capelin contained the lowest water content, 70 0/... while the

highest value, 87 %. was tied for a sampleofmalecapelin and white hake (see Table 3.4).

All post-larval sandlance had lower water content than immature or spent, male, and

gravid capelin with the eltception of the aforementioned sample. Water content did not

differ statistically between adult and juvenile fish (tll .. 2.0, P = 0'(16). This low

difference may be a function of translucent, thin-skinned juvenile fish drying faster than

more developed. mature fish enroute to colony in bills of provlsioning puffins

(Montevecchi and Pian 1987).
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Proteincontenl

Percent protein of wet body mass was highest in samples of gravid capelin and

gravid sandlance and lowest in smaller hake and a sample of adult male capclin. Adult

fish ranked from highest 10 lowcsl by mean prolcin composition are as follows: gravid

sandlance 21 %. gravid capelin 20.3 ± 5.8 % (N = 2), adu.lt sandlance 19.1 ± 5.4 % eN =

7), immaturcorspcntcapclin 15.5 ± 1.1 %(N =4) and malecapelin 13.5 ±0.9o/. eN =

2). Oftheju.venile fish, blenniids then capelin and coltids bad the highest protein density.

Adult fish had a mean of 17.8 ±4.5 (N .. 16) percenl protein while 15.1 ± 2.7 % (N = 7)

ofjuvenile fish was composed of protein.

Energy density

The prey species delivered 10 puffin nestlings at Gull Island, Witless Bay wi!h!he

highesl energy conlenl were sandlance (mature) and capelin (gravid females). The energy

density value from !he one sample of gravid sandlance was identical 10 !he mean value

for all aduh sandlance (A: 5.6 ± 1.1 kJg,1 (N = 7) and B: 6.4 ± 1.2 kJg' I (N = 7». Male

capelin 140· 149 mm in length had !he lowest energy densities of any sample analyzed.

The difference in wet energy density between adult and smaller fish was significanl (for

A: I~l = - 2.2, P = 0.04, and for B: tll = ·2.2 P" 0.04).
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3.3.3.2 Inler-colony comparison Gull Island and Gannet Islands

On average, adult capelin from Willess Bay had a lower fat contenl (2.2 t 1.8 %,

N = 5) than capelin at lheGannet Islands (3.0 ± 1.9 'I.. N =4) though energy densilies

between colonies were similar (Gull Island A: 4.0 t 0.7 kj'g' I, N "" 4 and B: 4.5 t 0.8

kJg", N" 4; Gannet Islands A: 4.0 t 0.6 kJg'\ N = 5 and B: 4.6 to.7 kJg· I
, N "" 5)

(Tables 3.4 and 2.5). Percenl protein of capelin was 10 0/. higher and ash conlent was 10

% lower at Gull Island than the Gannet Islands. On !he othet" hand, at Witless Bay,

sandlance had ahi~ fat content (4.7 ± 2.0 %, N = 7) and a slightly higher energy

densily (A: 5.6 t \.0 kJ'g -I, N = 7; B: 6.4 t 1.2 kJ'g' I, N "" 7) than sandlance brought 10

puffin nestlings at the Gannet Islands, Labrador (lipid: 3.9 ± 1.9 '10, N = 8; energy densily

A: 5.2 t.8 kJg' I, N = 8; and energy densily B: 6.0 t 0.8 kJg' I, N '" 8). Percent protein

and ash conlent of p:tSt-larval sandlance were !he same al Gull Island and !he Gannet

Islands.

There were significanl differences in nulritional value between capelina nd post

larval sandlance. Post-larval sandlance was 7 0/. lower than capelin in water content (F,JO

= 15.9, P = 0.001), and 38 % higher in petcenllipid (F1.20 "" 4.4, P .. 0.05), 20 % higher in

protein (F\.20 =8.4, P "" 0.009), and 26 "10 higher in energy density (A: F1.1il = 15.7, P =

0.0008 and B: F,.1lI = 16.4, P = 0.0006). However, there was no significant inter-colony

varialion in capelin and sandlance (water content: F,.20 =0.2, P '" 0.7; percent lipid: F,.20 =
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0.002. P = 1.0; protein: F,.lll = 0.2, P= 0.1; and energy density values A: Fuo = 0.1. P =

0.1, and B: F1.lll = 0.1, p" 0.1).

Proll.imale composition of the several o-group and I-group fish were similar

between colonies (Tables 3.4 and 2.5). Of the gadids, white hake at Gull Island were

lower in fat, protein and energy density than arctic cod of the same size and length at the

Gannet Islands.

3.3.4 Aduh puffin morphometries

During the nestling period. mean mass ofadult Atlantic Puffins caught at their

breeding colony on Gull Island, Witless Bay was 425.6:1: 35.1 g (N = 95) in 1991 and

434.3 :I: 34.3 g (N = 213) in 1998 (t>oo -= • 2.0. p = 0.04). The sampling period in 1991 (20

- 21 August) was later than in 1998 (04 July - 14 August). thus I controlled for a date

related effect using an ANCOVA for mass by year with dale as a covariate. This showed

that mass decreased linearly dependent on date thus there was no significant difference in

puffin mass between 1991 and 1998 (FI303 = 3.3, P = 0.01; r = 0.008) during the chick.

rearing period at Gull Island.

I pooled data on adult puffin size between years at Gull Island. Witless Bay 1997·

98 and the Gannet Islands, Labrador 1996-98 during the chick.rearing period and

compared the colonies (Table 3.5). Puffins at Gull Island 1991-98 weighed 7.9 % less

than those at the Gannet Islands 1996-98. Other body size measurements including wing
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length, tarsus, bill length and culmen were also significanlly smaller in puffins at Gull

Island with the exception of bill depth.

3.3.5 Timing of Breeding

At Gull Island in 1998, mean hatch date was 06 July ± 10 days eN = 54). Sixty.

one pertent of puffin nesllings sampled hatched over a nine-day inlerval from 26 June to

05 July (Table 3.6). Nevertheless, breeding on Gull Island does not appear highly

synchronous as chicks halched over a six week span from 23 June 10 03 August, 1998.

Fledging dales were obtained for three chicks in 1998 and il is likely Ihat chicks

continued to fledge from Gull Island through 10 mid·September or later assuming a

nestling period from 43 to 83 days (Nenleship 1972).

Annual variation in onset of breeding was much greater between colonies than

within colonies. Atlantic Puffins at Gull Island 1998 laid their eggs approximately 35

days earlier by calendar date than puffins at the Gannet Islands 1l}96.98 (V:= 16.0,

z = ·9.8, P < OJJOOI: Figure 3.11). Similarly, lIle first chicks 10 fledge from Gull Island,

Witless Bay went to sea 32 - 40 days earlier by calendar dale than chicks reared al the

Gannet Islands, Labrador.
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3.3.6 Productivity

The overall breeding success estimate for Gull Island in 1998 was 36 % (N = 64),

hatching success was 63~. (N -43) and fledging success, 51 % (N = 31) (Table 3.1).

Only three chicks fledged while I was present at the colony, thus my fledging success

estimate was based on healthy chicks that reached 30 days ofage (Birkhead and

Nettlcship 1985). The mean overalllxecding sua:ess estimate for the Gannet Islands,

Labrador during 1996-98 (33 %) was similar 10 thai at Gull Island, hatching success (12

%) was higher. and fledging success (49 %) was lower than that at Gull Island. There

was Iinle difference in breeding estimates between colonies with !he e:tceplion ofoverall

breeding eslimate, B, where breeding puffins at the GaMel Islands 1996 were much less

successfullhan those at Gull Island 1998.

My multiple fledging and overall breeding estimates contrast differential levels of

investigator disturbance (Table 3.1). Chicks not disturbed during incubalion had 52 %

higher fledging sua:ess (fledging estimate B) than those in burrows visited regularly

during incubalion (fledging estimate A). Similarly, chicks at the Gannet Islands that were

disturbed during incubation had a 30 % lower fledging success than those not disturbed

during incubation.
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3.3.1 Chick growth

3.3.1.1 Inter-annual variation Gull Island 1991-98

Atlantic Puffin chicks with wing length greater than 120 mm at Gull Island,

Witless Bay were 20 % heavier in August 1991 than in August 1998 (Table 3.8). As the

chicks got older. the difference in mass between years became less pronounced (10 %).

Chicks which hatched late were lighter (grew slower) than those which hatched early in

chick-rearing. During the linear growth phase, puffin chicks at Gull Island in 1998

gained mass at 9.4 ± 3.1 gd·1 (N:o 16) and wing length grew 4.1 ± 0.4 mm-d·1 (N :0 16)

(Table 3.9). Gull Island puffin chicks reached a peak mass at age 25·30 d, then mass

dropped sharply followed by an increase to a second., similar or tower, mass peak around

38 d or later. The three chicks that fledged during my presence in the field in 1998

probably fledged at a younger age than subsequent fledglings. The mean mass loss for

the two chicks in which mass decreased from peak: mass to fledge was 48.0 ± 2.8 g

(N = 2) or 14 % body mass over a 10 day period.

3.3.7.2 Inter-annual comparison Gull Island and Gannet Islands

Chick mass in 1em wing size dassesofGulllsland chicks 1997-98 was lower

than Gannet Island chicks 1996-98. AMuaI chick mass was highest at Gull Island in

1991 yet this mass was consistently lower than the lowest recorded annual chick mass of

the Gannet Islands in 1996. An annually decreasing trend in chick body condition was
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apparent at Gull Island during this study, while chicks appeared to be improving in body

condition in each year at the Gannets Islands.

Chicks at Gull Island were significantly smaller than chicks at the Gannet Islands

(Tables 2.8 and 3.9). Gull Island nestlings at age I ·3 d weighed 12 % less than Gannet

Island chicks (F1.\<I(J = 6.2. P = 0.00(5), 12 % less at 10· 12 d (Fu , '" 9.8, P <0.00(1), 31

% less at 37·40 d (FJ.91 = 45.0. P <0.0001), 24 0/, less at peak. mass (FJJO = 26.1, P

<0.00(1) and 9 'I,less at fledging mass (F,.to == 8.2, P "" 0.005). Wing length ofGul!

Island nestlings was significantly shorter than that of nestlings at the Gannet Islands,

except for wing length at fledge (I - 3 d: F,.IJO = 2.8, P = 0.04; 10- 12 d: Fl.~ = 16.4. P

<0.0001; 37 - 40 d: F,.u = 12.1, P <0.0001; at peak mass: Fl .JO == 3.4. P" 0.02; at fledge:

F1.10 = 0.1. P" 1.0) (Appendix G).

Rate of mass gain of chicks at Gull Island and the Gannet Islands in 1997 and

1998 were not significantly different yet mass growth was significantly [ower in 1996 at

the Gannet Islands (FJ."" = 9.1, P <0.00(1) (Appendix G). Rate of wing length increase

was not significantly different between Gull Island chicks in 1998 and Garmet Island

chicks in 1997·98 (F1.6l = 1.4. P = 0.3). A comparison of chick mass at discrete growth

stages expressed as a percent of adult puffin mass (Gull Island: 431.6 ± 34.7 g, N = 308;

Gannet Islands: 468.2 ± 35.1 g, N ·401) showed that Gull Island chicks weighed

significantly less at peak. mass, fledge mass and mass at age 37·40 d than the Gannet

Islands chicks in 1996-98 (Table 3.10). However. puffin chicks at Gull Island fledged at
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68 % ofadult body mass which was comparable to the mean for Gannet Islands 1996·98

of68.50/•.

I found no significant difference in body masses among chicks at Gull Island that

were measured frequently and chicks measured only once (Table 3.11). In fact.

frequently weighed chicks at Gull Island had slightly greater masses.

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Nestling diet

The predominant prey ofadult Atlantic Puffins provisioning young was immature

or spent capelin at Gull Island. Witless Bay in 1997 and 1998. Post-larval sandlance

dominated the diet at the Gannel Islands in 1996 and 1997 and were replaced by

miscellaneous prey in 1998. Similarly, at Gull Island in 1997, higher proponions of

larval sandlance and larval capelin were delivered to the colony and replaced by post

larval sandlance in 1998. In Labrador, daubed shannies, sculpins, arctic cod, squid,

polychaeles and crustaceans also made up a large proponion of the diet in the absence of

capelin and sandlance. These smaller miscellaneous prey items are considered sub

optimal (Harris 1984) though most Nonhwest Atlantic puffin studies (Rodway and

Monlevecchi 1996, Russell 1999) have reported higher proponions of squid and

crustaceans than are nonnally fed to chicks in Nonheastern Atlantic colonies (Harris and

Hislop 1978). Allanlic Puffin diet was extremely variable between and within years at
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each colony and even more variable among colonies. Russell (1999) also found diet of

puffins at several colonies in insular Newfoundland to be heterogeneous. Both our

studies do not concur with the idea that puffin diets are relatively homogeneous

throughout Newfoundland and Labrador. In fact, even when capelin migrate inshore to

spawn near seabird colonies, the diet brought to puffin chicks is not necessarily

homogeneous. It was apparent that puffins do not necessarily depend on one prey

species., yet certain colonies of disparate geographical and temporal regimes may be more

resilient to prey shifts than others for reasons that are not well understood. I suggest that

sub-optimal prey should be considered in terms of energetic return and not the nutritional

content of individual fish. In some cases, puffins can spend less energy foraging, i.e.

avoid travding long distances and deep diving, and still provide the chicks with adequate

energy, lipid and protein by capturing abundant miscellaneous prey like sculpins in

shallow waters close to the colony.

Marked population shifts and displacement ofsupposed preferred prey species in

the diet of Atlantic Puffins have been recorded in the Northeast Atlantic and rypically

were associated with negative repercussions in breeding perfonnance (Hislop and Harris

1985, Anker-Nilssen 1987, Barren etal.1987, Barren and Rikanisen 1992). Hislop and

Harris (1978) reported that in years where puffins were fed whiting instead ofsand1ance

and sprat, chicks tledged at lower weights. A recent study of Atlantic Puffins (Russell

1999) found that in the colder waters ofthe Northwest Atlantic such broad displacements
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which are highly visible in chick diet had little influence on breeding perfOIltl3JlCC.

Similarly. Bryant (1998) found that Common Murres at the Gannet Islands exhibited no

negative breeding response despite the fact that spawning aggregations ofcapelin off the

south Labrador coast (their preferred prey during 1981-83)did not occur between 1992

and 1998. At Great Island. Willess Bay, Nettleship (1972.1991) and Rodway and

Montevecchi (1996) reported high proportions ofcapelin in puffin chick diets and il

appears this region and possibly Funk Island. offeastern Newfoundland. are more

conducive to higher concentrations ofcapelin than other localities in which Allantic

Puffin breeding colonies are situated. In 1981. at Great Island. howevC'!". a decline in

capelin abundance in Witless Bay during spawning season was thought to induce total

breeding failure of Atlantic Puffins (Neuleship 1991).

At Gull Island, capelin biomass in chick diet decreased from 70 % in 1997 to

54 % in 1998. this corresponded to an increase in adult sandlance from about 4 to 37 0/.

diet biomass in 1997 and 1998. respectively. Also. a dramatic switch occurred in young

sandlance by 94 'Y. and I-group capelin by 900/. from 1997 to 1998 during the middle

chick·rearing period. Larval sandlance were displaced by of white hake. conids and

crustaceans in 1998. Prey base for Atlantic Puffins appears to be highly variable in

Witless Bay. especially with regard to sandlanceduring my srudy. Additionally. the

somewhat lower species diversity in 1997 was likely an artifact of a lower number of

sampling sessions. three days in 1997 as opposed 10 nine days in 1998.
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Proportions ofadult fish in chick diet in 1996 at the Gannet Islands may have

been misrepresentc:d and inflated by the disproportionate sample size late in the sea<lOn

when more adult fish were typically present in the diet. Thus. it is possible that the mass

ofsmalt watery fish was underestimated in carty and middle chid-rearing due to effects

ofdrying in transit to colony (Montevec:chi and Piatt 1981). NwnericaJ. frequency of

small fish may also be underestimated because many are lost over cliff edges during

collection by lleyging (penonal observation) or they are disembodied either during llight

or upon capture of the adult puffin. BiII·loads in 1996 were typically composed of larval

gadids and polychaetes until August when high proportions ofadult fish were brought to

the colony. These factors considered. I suspect that the actua1 annual proponion ofadult

fish in 1996 at the Gannet Islands was probably equal to or less than that in 1998 and that

the food supply available to puffins at the Gannet I$lands was very poor in 1996.

I found that the nutrittona\ contribution ofsandlancc fc:d to young puffins was

higher than that ofcapelin based ofcalorific contribution. fat and protein at both colonies

and that there was no difTcm'lCC in the nutritional value ofthc:se fish between colonies.

Russell (1999) documented similar findings. Though othcrSNdics (Brown and

Nenlcship 1984. Lawson el aJ. 1998) have suggestc:d that capelin are a highcrquality

prey than sandlancc. these were apparently not based on samples taken from seabirds

during the breeding period. Fish vary in composition depending on time of year and even
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environmental conditions (Carscadden 1984, Montevecchi and Piatt 1987, Lawson el al.

1998).

3.4.2 Size distribution of prey

The length of capelin delivered to puffin chicks did not vary significantly

between colonies despite the fact that capelin utilized by puffins in Labrador in the late

1990s are much smaller than those brought to nestlings in the 19805. Adult capelin can

grow to a length of200 mm and are typically captured up to 150 mm by puffins (Harris

1984). None of the capelin brought back to Gull Island were O-group transparent

juveniles. though DFO surveys in Witless Bay suggested that 4 - 200m capelin were

available (J. Andenon pelS. comm.). Though, sandlance can grow to 320 mm in length,

the size ofsandlance fed to young puffins was typically below 200 mm in this study.

The largest sandlance (212 mm) ever recorded to have been delivered to a puffin chick

was documented in my study, though it is not known whether the chick could actually

eat it. The sandlance I collected from provisioning puffins appear to change from

transparent larval fish at 80 - 90 mm. In 1997, no sandlance greater than 90 mm were

harvested by puffins at Gull Island.

It has been suggested that a seasonal size increase in prey could be a function of

chick age (Bradstreet and Brown 1985) though this phenomenon is more likely a

function of the seasonal growth of the fish themselves. Additionally, in my study, tish
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size actually diminished from middle chick-rearing onward possibly indicating that

schools of mature fish had migrated out of the puffin foraging range. Another possible

explanation for the decreasing trend in fish size immediately prior to fledging is that

food demands of the growing chicks are curtailed by the necessity a reduction in body

mass for flight.

3.4.3 Adult puffin morphometries

Results from my study indicaled that adult Atlantic Puffins al Gull Island, Witless

Bay weighed less. had. shorter wings, and smaller bills than adult puffins at the Gannet

Islands, Labrador. This decline in adult puffin body size from north to south is consistent

with Northeast Atlantic breeding colonies even though Northwest Atlantic colonies are

situated within a shorter latitudinal distance (Harris 1978; Moen 1991, Gaslon and Jones

1998). Montevecchi (1994) also made this argument for Greal Auks. Moen (1991)

speculated that varialion in body size among puffin colonies was anributable to the

combined environmental effects of ocean temperature and food quality. This is an

example of selection for larger body size at high latitudes to offset stress ofmore severe

climate (I. Jones pers. comm.).

Inter-year variation in mass of adult puffins during the chick-rearing period was

nol evident at Gull Island between 1997 and 1998. However, at the Gannet Islands adult

puffins appeared to have higher body weights when preying on larval fish, enough to
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allow me to loosely speculate that puffins may have expended more energy to obtain

larger. fattier prey such as capctin and sandlance in some years. If so. this would be

evidence ofa cost of reproduction related to increased investment in 'good' years. My

results were consistent with Anker-Nilssen and Lorensten (1990) who found that

individual mass declined through chick rearing season but that this decline was not

statistically significant. Put forth in existing literature are two possible reasons for mass

loss in adult seabirds from incubation to provisioning. First, loss of mass as an

immediate consequence of reproductive stress, and second, an adaptive response enable

reduction of wing-loading during provisioning (Freed 1981: Norberg 1981). The tOnner

scenario can be a function of food supply. and the second, unless driven by specific

environmental cues. independent ofannual variation in food supply. It is also possible

that the extra energy required for provisioning may exceed energy saved by programmed

weight loss. resulting in additional mass loss during chick-rearing. Regardless of the

mechanism, puffins at Gull Island and the Gannet Islands lost wcight coincidentally with

an increase in foraging effort. This is consistent with the idea that seabirds will increase

energy expenditure to provide for chicks (Cairns 1987).

A confounding factor in the adult puffin mass data was that the breeding or

provisioning population may not have been exclusively represented. Though the barrier

net was strategically positioned to ensnare breeding puffins., I srill had to eliminate sub

adults with less than two bill-grooves from the total sample. Thus it is likely that the
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sampling method used 10 capture Atlantic Puffins did nol dislinguish between successful

breeders, unsuccessful breeders and non-breeders.

3.4.4 Timing of Breeding

The median Atlanlic Puffin hatch date at Gull Island was a week later in 1998

!han in 1997 yel was similar to hatch dates of puffins at Great Island 30 years earlier in

1968-69 (Netlleship 1972). Puffins aI the Gannet Islands in labrador had median halch

dates that were roughly four days laler in Ihe laIc 1990s than in the early 19805. Onset of

egg laying aI Witless Bay was appro:tirnalely one month earlier (by calendar dale) than at

the Gannet Islands and both colonies finished breeding at appro:timately the same time,

in laIc September (G. Robertson. J. Chardine pcrs. cornm.). Netlleship (1972) also found

lhat puffins in Witless Bay, on Great Island in 1968-69. commenced breeding earlier and

had a longer nestling period than !hose allhc Gannet Islands 1981-83 (Birkhead and

Ne«leship 1985). Puffins in more northem colonies may be constrained to a shorter

breeding season. This is because lhey are Iimiled by climatic conditions such as sea ice

inhibiting early breeding (e.g. HipfuCT and Gaston 1999), snow COVCT, frozen ground,

drying conditions (Rodway et al.I998) and early arrival ofwintCT sea stonns and cold

water at the end of the breeding period in the north. The longer temporal window for

breeding in Witless Bay compared to that at the Gannellstands, Labrador may allow

seabirds greater success in recuperation from temporary prey deficiencies (Ncttleship
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1972). Allhe Gannet Islands in 1982, puffins bred a week laler!han Ihey did in 1981 and

1983 and Ihis was anributed 10 ice condilions (Birkhead and Nettleship 1983). Similarly,

in 1992 and 1993 at Greailsland, Rodway et al.(1998), found halch dates to be a week

later and related it 10 a cold ocean event. These events may in !Urn delay the timing of

spawning in capelin but are not reponed to affect puffin productivity (Rodway et

al.l998).

A problem associated with accounts ofhatch date frequency is thai the range of

hatch dates is related 10 effon invested by the researcher. Failure 10 not continue to

sample new burrows after initial sample number is acquired may lead to a hatch

frequency within a limiled range if subsequent eggs are laid. Also, eggs with prolonged

incubalion periods must continue to be checked and not regarded as "dead egg". Often

cold eggs, thought to be abandoned, would hatch and this was more common at Gull

Island than allhe Gannet Islands. These may be possible sources ofdiscrepancy where

hatch dispersion in the 19605 and 19705 in Witless Bay appeared much sooner than that

in 1998.

3.4.5 Productivity

Despile the virtual absence ofcapelin at the Gannel Islands during 1996-98,

hatching success, l1edging success and overall breeding success were not much different

from estimates at Gull Island in 1998. Contrary to eltpected, overall breeding success
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estimates appeared to be higher at the Gannet Islands than aI Gull Island and very similar

at the Gannet Islands between the 1990s and the 19805. The one anomaly was that the

overall b~ing success estimate at the Gannet Islands in 1996 was 40 % lower than any

other colony.year at both colonies. Results from this study do indicate that this low

breeding perfonnance may have been related to food supply shortage at Ihe Gannet

Islands but not exclusively due to !he low capelin in chick diet. Alternative prey such as

sandlance, apparemly were not as accessible as in the past when capelin biomass in chick

diet plunged be\()w 20 % (Birkhead and Nettleship 1985). Chick monalilY during the

nestling period in the case of tota! breeding failure is more easily assessed and most

commonly attributed to food availability (Anker·Nilssen and Rostad 1993) or human

interterence (Kress 1977). Additionally, it is often difficult to disassociate the

compounding effects of a diminished food supply and investigator disturbance when the

lalter may be equal to or surpass stresses of the natural environment. Hatching success is

thought to be the estimate most affected by investigator distwbance (Rodway er al.I996).

Despite this, comparability between colonies within one study may be considered valid

where the level of investigator distwbance is standardized. However, as is shown in

Chapter Two of my study, adult puffins will react to investigator disturbance wi!h

varying intensity at different colonies under variable conditions making impact

impossible to predict. The lesson here is to create as little disturbance as possible.

Breeding success estimates can be improved particularly by limiting frequency of
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investigator visits to burrows. With previous knowledge ofapproltimate laying, hatching

and tledging dates investigators can plan 10 check nests to (wo or three times during !he

breeding season to estimate rate of egg or chick loss, hatching success. tledging success

and overall breeding success (Birkhead and Nettleship 1985). Birkhead and Ne«leship

(1983, 1985) used this melhod in the early 19805 at !he Gannet Islands 10 calculate an

overall breeding success estimate of78 % when puffins in regularly visited plots had a

breeding success of 35 % which was similar 10 my estimates in the lale 1990s.

3.4.6 Chick Growth

Allantic Puffin nestlings allhe Gannet Islands. Labrador 1996-98 were expected

to exhibit slower growth and higher monality than nestlings at Gull Island, Witless Bay

1997-98 because the contribution of capelin 10 nestling diet had reached a record low for

the Gannet Islands. On the contrary, growth rale and nestling condition was similar or

bener at the Gannet Islands even in 1996. the poorest food year at the Labrador colony.

Such inler·annual differences in puffin chick growth may be strongly associated with

variation in availability of preferred prey. as is the case for other seabirds (Hamerel

al.I99I). The panem of mass gain ofGull Island chicks was distinctly differenl from

those al the Gannet Islands yet wing growth was almost identical. Chicks at Gull Island

reach a peak mass earlier than their northern conspecifics and growth slowed whereas

chicks al the Gannet: Islands generally continued 10 increase in mass unlil a few days prior
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to fledge. Reduced growth rates and prolonged fledging periods are associated with

periods of food stress (Anker-Nilssen 1987), however th~ was no evidence that puffin

chicks in Witless Bay w~ food stressed. In fact, Gull Island chicks received more adull

capelin and post-larval sandlance than nestlings in Labrador. On a population level,

prediction one ofVdenberg's growth-mortality tnKte.offtheory may proffer an eloquent

explanation for the different growth patterns between colonies. Following the logic of

Ydenberg's (1989) model, Gull Island chicks may be increasing their chances ofsurvival

by staying in burrow longer and they can afford to grow slower and fledge at lower

weights because of relatively favourable climatic conditions than chicks in Labrador.

Fledging mass was similar between colonies when chick mass was expressed as a percent

ofadult body mass to correct for geographical body size variation (Barren and Rikardsen

1992). However, the chicks that I sampled at Gull Island were the first to fledge and I

suspect that subsequent chicks, in which Idid not have the opportunity to observe leave

the colony. fledged at lower masses. It is apparent that puffin chicks at the Gannet

Islands must reach peak mass and fledge at a younger age than chicks at Gull island,

because chances of survival at sea may be increased by heavier fledge mass and longer

wings (Vdenberg 1989).

It is possible that levels ofkleploparasitism (Grant 1971. Nettleship 1972. Harris

and Hislop 1978) or increased inter-specific competition affected foraging efficiency in

1998 but Idid not collect dala on these factors. Unlike visitation during incubation. there
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appeared to be linle effect offrequcnt weighing of puffin nestlings at both colonies

except at the Gannet Islands in 1998 when frequently weighed chicks were significantly

smaller. A confounding phenomenon, which may have reduced the efficacy of my

comparison on chicle growth as well as productivity. may have resulted from a 'hungry

borde effect' (Gaston 1985). A 'hungry horde effect' occurs when breeding performance

and fledge mass decrease with increasing colony size because food supply around the

colony is subject to greater foraging pressure (Furness and Birkhead 1984, Gaston 1985,

Hunt et al.1986). The puffin and collective interspecific breeding populations at Gull

Island puffin far exceed population sizes at the Gannet Islands. Therefore, under

homogeneous prey conditions. Gull Island puffins should exhibit lower chick growth

rates and productivity estimates than at the Gannet Island:;.

3.4.8 Conclusions

At the Gannet Islands in the late 1990s. Atlantic Puffins delivered approx.imately

60 % less capelin to their young than in the previous decade. Despite this. nestlings

appeared to be in as good or bener condition at the Gannet Islands. except in 1996, than

nestlings at Gull Island. Witless Bay. However, overall breeding success at the Gannet

Islands was lower due to consistently lower fledging success estimate than at Gull Island.

Seabirds are thought to be useful bioindicators of small fish. planktonic

crustaceans, and squid abundance and distribution (Hislop and Hams 1985, Barrett and
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Furness 1990, Baird 1991, Montevccchi 1993, Montevccchi and Myers 1996). The high

species diversity within Atlantic Puffin diets in my study suggests that puffins are general

feeders and are 'haphazard samplers' of the fish populations that they are capable of

capturing. Murrcs at the Gannet Islands in a concurrent study by Bryant (1998) also

provided valuable insights into non-eommercial fish populations by sampling deeper

regions of the water column than the puffins. In study year 1996, anomalous low

breeding parameters were evident for puffins. I suspect that this was not completely due

to a depauperate capelin source. Post·larval sandlance also were not used to the elUent

they had been in previous years when capelin plunged below 20 % of puffin chick diet

biomass. Furthennore, Common and Thick-billed Murres used benthic daubed shannies

instead of pelagic post-larval sandlance as an alternative to capelin though all three fish

species were comparable in nutritional value at that rime. This use of daubed shannies

had not been previously recorded at the Gannet Islands. Were there dramatic changes in

the sandlance population in the late 19905 as well?

The elttent to which puffins buffered the effects of food stress at the Gannet

Islands was considerable. lbough negative effects were evident, they successfully reared

young where, under prey-depleted conditions, puffins at other colonies have been known

to fail. Chicks at both of my study colonies were generally healthy with low obvious

parasite loading which lead me to believe that the lower mass ofGull Island chicks

reflected genetic and geographic variation in growth and provisioning strategies likely
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constrained by climate and inler· and intra-specific competition for resources. So what

makes the Gannet Islands unique? A colder ocean climate constrains chick-rearing to a

shorter season thai at Gull Island, thus chicks must grow faster in order to increase the

chances of post·tledge survival. There was little 10 no kleptoparasitisrn and less avian

competition at the Gannet Islands than at GuJllsland. The Gannet Islands., situated 35 km

offshore, was proximal to alternative prey source ofequal nutritional value to capelin.

On all counts excluding colder climate, it may be less energetically demanding for puffins

to rear young at the Gannet Islands. Labrador than at Gull Island, Witless Bay despite the

more consistent abundance ofcapelin in Witless Bay.

My results and speculalions augment the value oflong term monitoring at each

unique colony however it should not be taken for granted that Atlantic Puffins, or other

seabirds. at distinct colonies will respond to investigator disturbaru.::e in the same manner

and degree. Despite the fact that inter<olony statistical comparison may not be valid lor

all parameters such as productivity or chick growth, this does not undermine the

importance of investigating and contrasting the variable sensitivity of distinct seabird

colonies to environmental change.
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Table 3.1 Relative proportions (by mass) ofprey items delivered to young Atlantic
Puffins at Gull Island. Witless Bay during 1997-98 and the Gannellslands, Labrador
during 1996-98. Sample numbers for annual toIals are displayed in Figure 3.3.

Witless Bay Gannet Islands

Species group 1997- 1998 1996 1997" 1998

capelin 28.2 57.3 4.0 15.0 12.5
sandlance (larval) 43.7 12.3 28.2 30.8 35.8

pereenl sandlance (post-larval) 4.2 27.5 32.3 35.5 1J.7
occurrence gadids 7.0 7.6 52.4 19.6 12.5

couids 7.0 12.3 35.5 55.l 54.2
blenniids 8.4 ILl 37.1 30.8 55.8

om" 12.0 16.0 49.2 31.8 22.5

capelin 25.2 22.3 0.6 2.1 I.J
sandlance (larval) 61.1 27.7 14.7 22.7 24.4

p"""" sandlance (post-larval) 0.6 7.3 5.0 9.2 1.7
frequency gadids I.J t.3 21.2 4.2 2.3

conids 1.7 5.1 12.8 33.4 24.6
blenniids 6.6 22.1 24.7 18.3 40.8
01"" 3.6 14.2 10.9 10.1 5.0

capelin 70.7 57.8 3.4 13.9 25.3
sandlance (larval) 16.2 1.4 8.0 6.8 13.6

pereenl sandlance (post-larval) 2.7 34.3 45.3 47.5 18.3
gadids 0.8 t.3 12.4 6.0 3.6
conids 0.7 0.9 6.3 12.6 15.7
blenniids 1.8 1.7 10.0 5.5 18.2

om" 0.7 2.6 14.6 7.7 5.2

Diet collected only during the second bi-week of the nestling period.
Diet collected during the second, third and founh bi-weekly period.
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Table 3.2 Median and range of mass and total length offish collected from chick
provisioning Atlantic Puffins on Gull Island, Witless Bay during 1997 and 1998.

Prey Group M", Length
N Median Range N Median Range

(g) (mm)

capelin I-group 118 1.4 0.4·3.6 104 77 50-100
immature or spent 131 1.g 1.5 -20.5 122 131 72-171

adull male II 17.8 9.0-21.8 11 151 143 -159
gravid tCmale 15 9.9 5.2-21.1 15 132 118-154

sandlance
o-group larval 472 0.1 0.1-0.8 315 44 15- 75

post-larval 69 1.3 0.7-20.3 68 161 66·212

white hake D-group
post-larval IS 1.1 0.2-6.7 15 63 45 - 103

blenniids larval + post-larval 204 0.2 0.\ -3.4 145 36 21 -90

cottids post-larval 44 0.3 0.1·3.1 46 31 23·52

alligatorfish post·larval 10 0.2 0.1 -0.4 12 36 25-39

flatfish post-larval 3 0.1 0.1 -0.1 3 22 20-25

lumpfish post-larval 3 0.4 0.1 -0.4 3 29 29-34

""'lac"'" 81 0.1 0.1-4.2 11 -21 -14-65
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Table 3.3 Annual mean mass and length oflarger prey taxa collected from Atlantic
Puffins provisioning chicks 81 Gull Island, Witless Bay during 1997 and 1998.

Mass (g) Length(mm)

Prey type y",

X SO (N) X SO (N)

capelin
immature or spent 1997 7.4 '.0 (46) 1\9.3 25.0 (48)

1998 8.0 3.0 (SS) 131.4 17.5 (74)

gravid 1997 21.1 0.0 (I) 154.0 0.0 (I)
1998 10.3 3.1 (14) 133.5 7.5 (14)

male 1997 15.7 4.3 (4) 149.8 4.7 (4)

1998 18.5 1.9 (7) 152.4 4.9 (7)

""",-
post-larval 1997 1.6 2.0 (14) 89.6 28.2 (14)

1998 11.2 4.4 (55) 169.5 20.6 (54)
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Table 3.4 Results ofproximate composition analysis on prey ilems collected from
Allantic Puffins provisioning chicks at Gull Island 1998. N, is the number of fish per
sample.

Species l",gth Water ", Am PN ED(A) ED(B)
mm(N) (%) (%) (%) (%) kJg·1 kJg·1

(wet mass)

capelin
\·group 75·85(21) 80.0 \A 1.8 16.8 3.' 4.5

immatureorspent 100-109(2) 79A 2.7 1.8 16.1 4.3 4.'
119-129(5) 80.0 \.2 2.1 16.7 3.8 4A

140-149(3) 78.7 4.6 I.' 14.8 4.7 '.3
150-159(1) 83.3 OA 2.0 14.3 3.0 3.5

gravid female 130-139(3) 80.6 1.3 I., 16.2 3.7 4.3

140-149(1) 69.8 1.8 4.0 24.4 5.5 6.5
adullmale 140-149(1) 86.7 OA 0.0 12.8 2.7 3.2

150-159(1) 84.\ 0.2 1.6 14.1 2.9 3.4

sandlance
larval 30-50(81) SU 1.3 2.2 14.8 3.5 4.0

post-larval 120-140(9) 7J.0=9.2 J.!~0.7 2.6 (1.1) 21.J:l:8.6 5.5:1:1.6 6.J:l:I.9
140·ISS(3) 76.0 5.6 2.7 15.7 5.3 ,.,
155-170(3) 72.5 7.7 2.2 17.6 6.4 7.2

181-190(2) 72.6 6.6 2.\ 18.7 6.2 7.0

190-200(2) 76.6 3.5 2.0 17.9 4.' 5.6

gravid female 120-140(1) 73.1 3.7 2.2 20.9 '.6 6A

hoke 55(1) 86.7 2.8 2.7 10.0 3.\ 3.5
65-75(2) 79.J 0.7 1.2 17.6 3.8 4A

cottids 25-35(13) 79.4 2.' 0.6 15.! 4.1 4.7

blenniids 20-35(31) 80.' 0.3 2.4 17.6 3.6 4.3

alligalorfish J0-39 (6) 84.5 0.' 0.' 13.6 3.\ 3.6
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Table 3.5 A comparison of Atlantic Puffin adult morphomeaics during the chick rearing
period al Gull Island, Witless Bay during 1997~98 and the Gannet Islands, Labrador
during 1996-98.

Gull Island Gannet Islands df

X SO N X SO N

mass (g) 431.6 34.7 J08 468.2 35.1 401 707 13.8 <0.0001

wing (mm) 169.0 4.6 J04 174.4 13.5 JOS 610 6.' <0.0001

tarsus (mm) 33.6 1.7 JOJ 34.5 1.4 JIO 611 7.6 <0.0001

billiength(mm) 29.0 I.S 278 29.9 2.8 m '" 4.6 <0.0001

bill depth (mm) 37.3 2.4 270 39.0 2.2 274 542 I.J 0.2074

culmen (mm) 47.7 2.2 261 49.9 25 261 '36 II <0.0001
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Table 3.6 Swnmary ofbfeeding chronology for Gull Island, Witless Bay during 1997-98
and the Gannet Islands during 1996-98. Dales demarked with question marks arc not
median dates and were estimated from first chick dates at Gull Island in 1998.

Colony YOM Median First Median First
Laying Chicks Hatching Fledge

Gull Island 1997 29 May 02 Jul lo-lSJul?
1998 23 May 20 Joo 02 Jul II Aug

1996 26 Jun 03 Aug OS Aug IS Scp
Gannet Islands 1997 27 Joo 01 Aug 06 Aug 18 Scp

1998 26 Jun 28 lui OS Aug 12 Scp
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Table ].7 Calculations for Atlantic Puffin hatching success, fledging success (A,B and
C) and breeding success (A and B) at Gull Island, Witless Bay in 1998 and the Gannet
Islands during 1996, 1997 and 1998.

Productivity parameters Gull Island Gannet Islands
1998 1996 1997 1998

No. eggs.\, 47 82 38 40
No. chicks (initially found as eggs)8 27/4]' 42 32 24

Hatching success (%hu (62.8) (51.2) (84.2) (60.0)

No. fledgedc lonl 14 14 14

Fledging success A (%k.1l (47.6) (33.3) (43.8) (58.])

No. chicks (initially found as chickhJ 20 70 10 42

No. fledgedE 11115' 33 , 20
Fledging success B (%)£0 (73.]) (47.0) ('0.0) (47.6)

Total nests in studY'\'.o 64 152 48 117
TOlal nests with chicks N(%)1l-ll 37 112 (73.7) 42 (87.5) 85 (72.6)

Total no. chicks that fledgedc;'E 21 47 19 43
Fledging success C (%>r'lC'E\-lll'OI (56.8) (42.0) (4'.0) ('1.0)

Breeding success A: (%u x Of'c8) ]0°/, 17% 37% 34%

B: (o/OsAX'lor) 36% 22% 38% 29"10

'Note that the denominator is lower than total number of eggs or chicks originally found.
I was rendered unable to track egg/chick progress as adult puffins made these burrows
longer. 1bey could not be classed as abandoned or failed as the burrows continued to
show signs ofactivity. This problem did not occur at the Gannet Islands.
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Table 3.8 Mean mass and standard deviation of Atlantic Puffin nestlings which were

measuml only once at Gull Island. Witless Bay during 1991 and 1998.

Intra-annual comparison Inter-annual comparij{ln

Wing August September df 1 August August df t
l<ttgth
(mm) 1997 1997 1997 199.

X 211.7 190.8 211.7 186.8
110-119 SO 47.1 34.6 19 1.2 0.3 47.1 37.4 12 1.0 0.3

N 9 12 9 5

X 243.7 198.0 243.7 195.0
120-129 SO 30.3 19.8 38 5.7<0.0001 30.3 14.9 22 3.70.001

N 18 22 18 •
X 258.8 207.5 258.8 233.0

130-139 SO 29.7 25.3 7. 8.1 <0.0001 29.7 31.0 44 2.00.06
N 40 3. 40 •
X 289.4 227.2 289.4 258.8

140-149 SO 29.8 29.8 73 8.9<0.0001 29.8 18.5 51 2.80.007
N .5 30 .5 •
X 298.3 190.0 298.3

150-159 SO 24.7 75.7 • 2.• 0.08 24.7
N 3 3 3
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Table 3.11 Mean mass comparison of frequently weighed Atlantic Puffin chicks and
those only weighed once al Gull Island during 1998.

Wing Weighed Frequently T·tes1results
I",gth weighed
class
(mm) Mom

X SD N X SD N Diff. df t

110-119 186.8 32.4 5 191.6 16.1 4.8 " 0.3 0.8

120-129 195.0 14.9 6 210.3 17.8 15.3 7 1.4 0.2

130-139 233.0 31.0 6 229.4 16.7 -3.6 " -0.3 0.8

140-149 258.8 18.6 265.8 23.4 7.0 10 0.6 0.6

110-159 222.9 38.7 25 219.7 32.0 22 -3.2 45 ".3 0.2
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Figure 3. t Map showing geographical position of study sites al Gull Island in the Willess
Bay Ecological Reserve, south eastern Newfoundland and at the Gannet Islands
Ecological Reserve, labrador, Canada.
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Figure 3.2 Relative contribution of prey taxa to diet biomass of Atlantic Puffin nesllings
al Gull Island. The lop graph (a) represents annual diet biomass in 1998 and the bottom
graphs contrast 1997 (b) and 1998 (c) during the middle chick.rearing period.
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Figure 3.3 Inter-colony comparison of annual propor1ions of prey delivered to Atlantic
Puffin chicks at Gull Island 1997-98 and the Gannet Islands 1996-98. Number of bill
loads (nwnber of sampling days in parentheses). nwnber of prey items and total mass (g)
of prey are displayed above each bar of the percent occurrence, percent frequency and
percent mass graphs. respectively.
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Figure 3.4a Seasonal change in percenl mass of prey delivered to Atlantic Puffin
nestlings at Gull Island 1997-98 and the Gannet Islands 1996-98. legend and
explanalion ofnumben are in Figure 3.3.
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explanation of numbers are in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.5 Variation through chick-rearing season in the relationship between nestling
meal mass and size at the Gannet Islands, Labrador in 1996 (a), 1997 (b), 1998 (e) and
Gull Island. Witless Bay in 1997 (d) and 1998 (el.
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Figure 3.6 length histograms of sandlance collected from Atlantic Puffins provisioning
chicks at Gull Island in 1997 (a) and 1998 (b).
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Figure 3.7 length histograms ofcapclin delivered to Atlantic Puffin nestlings at Gull
Island. Witless Bay in 1997·98 (a) and the Gannet Islands, Labrador in 1996·98 (b).
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Figure 3.8 length distribution of sandlance delivered to Allantic Puffin nestlings al Gull
Island. Witless Bay in 1997-98 (a) and the Gannet Islands, Labrador in 1996-98 (b).
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Figure 3.9 Median mass (a) and length (b) of immature or spent capelin delivered to
Allantic Puffin nestlings in early, middle, lale and end chick-rearing at Gull Island 1997
98 and the Gannet Islands 1996-98. Lower and upper boll boarders (25th to 75th
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Figure 3.10 Median mass (a) and length (b) ofpost-larval sandlance delivered to Atlantic
Puffin nestlings in early, middle, late and end chick-rearing at Gull Island 1997-98 and
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Figure 3.11 Atlantic Puffin hatch dale histograms for Gull Island. Witless Bay 1998 (a)
and the Gannet Islands. Labrador 1996·98 (b).
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CHAPTER FOUR

SUMMARY

1be most important finding ofmy study was that Atlantic Puffins al the Gannet

Islands, Labmdor were able to successfully fledge young during a supposed period of

prolonged food stress. In the absence of spawning aggregations of capelin near the

colony, a bewildering amy ofprey items from post-larval sandlance to tiny sculpins and

mollusks were obviously a suitable alternative to capelin during my study. Not only did

puffins forage in a variable environment, there appears to be substantial geographical and

temporal variability in how they responded to changes. Though the relative abW)dance of

capelin in puffin chick diet was high at Gull Island and very low at the Gannet Islands.

breeding suro::s:sestimates and chicle growth rates did not differ substantially. If it is

assumed that bfecding performance is homogeneous under 'good' food supply

conditions. then puffins at the Gannet Islands exhibited.ll very low degree of negative

breeding response to capdin scarcity. I propose two suggestions to explain this. first. that

a paucity ofcapelin is not necessarily equivalent to 'poor' food supply and. second. that

geographic differences in puffin demography, population size and other environmental

factors confounded my inter-colony comparison. Both suggestions are likely valid and

neither prey availability nor breeding response are homogeneous among Nonhwest

Atlantic puffin colonies. I was fortunate in being able to increase the scope and efficacy
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of my study by contrasting inter·year variability on a broader temporal scale at the same

colony. T.R. Birkhead and D.N. Netlleship conducted their study at the Gannet Islands

before the shift in capelin distribution in Ihe early 19805. at a time when the puffin chick

diet was similar to !hat in Witless Bay (Netlleship 1972, 1991). To put !hings in

perspective. indeed Ihere was a redUCIion in some breeding parameters aI the Gannet

[slands from the late 19805 to !he early 19905. Nestling growth and survivorship were

poorer in 1996 than in any o!her year for reasons unclear except for a correlation with a

drop in capelin diet biomass to three percent (3 %). These changes in diet did by no

means result in the catastrophic breeding failure one would project from existing

ecological literature on puffins in the northwest and northeast Atlantic (Anker-Ni[ssen

1987, Brown and Nettleship 1984, Harris and Hislop 1978, Barrett et af.1987, Barren and

Furness 1990, Nettleship 1991). I suspect that the lack ofbreeding failure can be

attributed to the use of plst·larval sandlance, which comprised almost half of the chick

diet biomass in 1996. [t should be pointed out that in other years when capelin diet

biomass was below 20 0/,. puffins utilized much more post-larval sandlance than they did

in 1996 and that 1996 small miscellaneous prey mainly comprised larval gadids and not

the relalively higher quality sculpins. These may have been contributing factors to lower

reprodUCIive and chick mass in 1996 at the Gannet Is[ands.

Another important finding of my study was thaI results from proximale

composition analyses on the relative nutritional value ofcapelin and sandlance delivered
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to young puffins was not consistent with that reported and generally believed among the

scientific community. Post-larval sandlance delivered to young puffins were actually

higher in lipid, protein and energy density values than capelin. My results, however,

were consistent with recent studies on mUJTe (Bryant and Jones 1999, Bryant et 0/.1999)

and puffin (Russell 1999) chick diet in Newfoundland and labrador. which showed that

individual capelin may not necessarily provide the highest quality meal to seabird

nestlings. The nutritional quality of post-larval sandlance and adult daubed shannies

delivered to seabirds was equal to or grealer than that of capelin based on the nutritive

value of individual fish in proximate composition alone. However. 10 an adult seabird

provisioning its young in addition 10 replenishing its own energy reserves it is likely the

carch·per-unit effort detennined by schooling density and depth and time spent traveling

10 and from the colony that is more important.

Though not a lot is known about non-commercially important forage fish such as

sandlance and daubed shannies, it is not likely that these three fish species have similar

schooling characteristics. Capelin migrate in dense spawning aggregations in shallow

coastal or shoaling waters making them readily aa:essible to surface feeders like Black·

legged Kittiwakes and depth feeding seabirds like Razorbills and murre and puffin

species. On the other hand, daubed shannies are a benthic, relatively solitary fish that do

not fonn dense schools and accessibility is restricted to deep divers such as Common and

Thick·billed Murres. Byrant (1998) documented a murre chick diet switch from
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predominantly capelin 10 daubed shanny in 1997-1998 at the Gannet Islands.

Concurrendy breeding Atlantic Puffins and Razorbills did not utilize adult daubed

shannies, however anecdotally we saw two instances where one adult daubed shanny was

delivered to puffin chicks. Sandlance do utilize shallow to mid-waters as do capelin but

their aggregations are not as dense and the time when sandlance are gravid in Labrador

does nol coincide with the puffin breeding period. However, since the nutritional quality

of even non-gravid sandlance was similar to or better than capelin. they appear to be an

adequate food source and are used consistently utilized by all diving seabirds breeding at

the Gannet Islands in varying proportions. Razorbills appear to feed mainly sandlance to

their nestlings, puffins deliver 3 • 6S % sandlance by mass and mums deliver

consistently less than 10 % sandlance to chicks. Interestingly, the proportion of

sandlance fed to razorbill and murre nestlings does not vary with proportion of capelin in

diet. However. puffins do alternate the use of capelin and sandlance with chick diet

always supplemented by numerous small prey species.

A better understanding of prey preference may be gained by looking at detailed

foraging activity of the provisioning patent. The amount oftime and effort puffins

expend on finding food for their young likely detennines which prey species they

·prefer'. The temporal availability of prey species. gravid fish aggregations and the

relative ease with which they can be captured and delivered to the chick plays an

important role in prey selection. It does not appear possible to conclusively define what
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'preferred prey' is for Atlantic Puffins based on such. high.ly variable resource use and

resullant breeding response: alone. Puffins appear to buffer the effects ofchanges in prey

abundance either by prey switching or increasing foraging effort or both. It is important

to keep in mind when considering the infonnation on seabird diet that I and my

colleagues h.ave presented that each. colony exists in a unique system where factors other

than food supply detennine reproductive and fOOIging perfonnance (Phillips el a/.1997,

Monaghan 1996).
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Appendix A. Post hoc examination on one-way ANOVA for Atlanlic Puffin bill·load
mass (a) and number of items per load (b) at the Gannet Islands in 1996, 1997 and 1998.
See Section 2.3.1.1 ofthis thesis..)

Fis_r's PLSD (or IUS'
Effect: yor
Siplfkuce Level: 5 ~.

Mean DiIT. Crit. Diff P-Value

b)

1996,1997
1996.1998
1997,1998

-3.053
1.226
4.279

1.936 0.002 S
1.872 0.2
1.857 <0.0001 S

eril. Diff P·Value

Fisher's 'LSD ror Dumber
Effed:ynr
Sipificuc:e Level: 5 ./.

Mean Diff.
1996,1997
1996.1998
1997,1998

1.056
-1.982
-3.038

2.402 0.4
2.337 0.1
2.325 0.01
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Appendix B. Change in Atlanric Puffin diet composirion through early, middle and laic
chick-rearing periods at Gull Island, Witless Bay 1997 (a) and 1998 (b), and the Gannet
Islands, Labrador 1996 (d), 1997 (c) and 1998 (t). Number ofbill-loads, number of prey
items and total grams for percent occurrence, frequency and mass, respeclively are in
parentheses.

.)
Gull Island 1997

Pen:enl occurnnce PerunlfTt'quency Pen:entmass

Early Middle laIC Early Middle LaIC Early Middle Ll1e
(71) (473) (597)

eapelin
I-&rollp 11 " •

irnmallm:ots:pelll " "mol, , 10
gJ1Ividft'lrnlk 2 )

«KaI.maNfecapelin " )4 70

sandlance

"',,' .. 28 16
posl-laNal 4 ) 2

...""
larval cod
post-Jarvalcod
l-grQup:
whilCtW.e
brown hake

otheTl-groupflSh
blom,

""""" ......,
conidae
a1llgalOffish
lumpflSWsnailf",h
flatfish
om~

inverlCbr.ll~

cNStaeeans
squid
polychaelC$-

>4,



Appendix B. (continued)

b)

Pen:entoo;<:urreoce PCfttntfrcquency Pen:mtllla$S
Gulll5land 1998

EMI, Middle "'. 'm, Middle "'. EMI, Middle "'.
(62) ($9) (4&) (474) (196) (80) (690) (S84) (523)

capelin
l.group "

, 12 I
immatureOf'spe1lt 19 52 " 18 SO ;;
male 2 7 4 3 12 7
grav;dfemale "

,
"

,
IOtalltialUrecapelin 40 .. 62 22 42 52 37 67 "
sandlance

'''''''' " 9 0 " 2 3 I 0
post-larval 36 " " 21 " 43 20 "

glldids
larval cod
post-larval cod
l-voup:
white hake
brown hake

otha I·groupfish

'kM, " """""" .....,,"""" " -- "alliplorfish 3
lUDlpfi5hl511ailflSh
flatfISh

Invertebrates
17 10

Olquid 0
polychaetes

""""'"
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Appendix B. (continued)

.,
PercmlOCf:urrence Percmllmjumcy PercenlllWl$S

Gannellslands 1996
EuI, Middle '-'" EuI, Middle ""- w', Middle """(IS) (l0) (99) (171) (63) (IlS6) (37) (66) (9IS)

Clptlin
I-group 0.2 0.'

ImmalllR:or sptlll 10 0.' 17 2.'

"""gravidfmWr:
IOlalmiltllrl:capclin 10 OA 17 2.S

sandlance
"",.1 " 16 " 22 " 22 J
po!il.-Iarval SO " " 49 "

lPdids
larval cod 27 99 " " 21 S
po!il.-Iarvalcod 27 • , I'
I-group:
wltiltltakc
brown hake

OIhtrI-groupflSh,...., 27 20 16 10 16
daubedshanny 10 JO 17
conidae 1J 20 " 1J
alJilialOrilsh 7 I
lumpfishlsnailftsh · I
flatfISh

."'" 20

invmdmllcs
crustaceans 20 22
squid ·polycltxlcs 10 22
,,,,,,,,,"
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Appendix 8. (continued)

d) .......- ....... .......,. """'.-Ga'lI'IdIsIand:sI997

M""'" ..... "'" M.... ..... "'" M.... ..... "'"tn) (51) an (249) (S27) <U6) (160) (682) (326)

r:ape:liIl

'....... , • I

imJlIIIl.lfeorsp¢lll 14 16 \I 20

"""cnvidfemaJe
loW IlLlIUl'e capelin 14 16 \I 20 14

....-""'. 14 .. 22 21 · · • 2
post-larval " .. J7 20 " JO ... ....

ladids
latvaltod 14 12 ,. 10 3
polit-larvaIlXId · I IS · 10
l-Iroup:
while bake..........

othcrl-lJOUPflSh......, 27 7 17 \I . 2 • ,....... ......" 27 12 JJ \I . 16 · •
""""" .3 S2 JO 24 • 14 IJ IJ
a1liplOtfl5b · , 3 2 0 0 ,
1uJnpr15blalailfl$/1 · , 0.....-

in..,mebratt:5

"""""'" •...~ ·polyc:~ " \I_.-.
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Appendix B. (continued)

,)

PercmlOCCUlTftlCe Percmlfrequmc:y Pen:mtmass
Gannellslands 199&

EMI, Middle u.. 'm, Middle u.. "'" Middle ....
(21) (62) (37) (266) (695) (566) (103) (460) (292)

capelin
l-irotlp 2 0

immature or Ipml LO " " JO "m••
gn.vidfemalc

IOtIIlmalUrecapelin LO " " JO "
~d"""

larval " 24 60 12 " n 16
posl-larvai LO 22 LO . . 16 12

...""larval cod 24 ,.
post-larvaicod
l-iroup:
whilChuc
brownhakc

oll>cr l-groupf1$h
blcnny 71 47 40 )9 " I' JO I' LO
<!aubedlhanny LO ,

" 8 I ) I )

COilklac .. .. 70 '" 16 " I) 12 "alligalorfish ) "
, 7 0 ,

lumpfishfmailfish , .. , • ,
flatfish ) , 0
mh<,

invmebr.ucs
16

squid •
polychaetcs
plC'r.lpods
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Appendix D. Post hoc examination on oDe-way ANOVA for capelin mass (a) and total
length (b) collected from Atlantic Puffins provisioning nesllings at the Gannet Islands in
1996, 1997. 1998 and 1983. See section 2.3.2.1 of this thesis.

a)

Fisber's PLSD for IUSS
Effed: year
Siplfle••« uvel: 5 -;.

Mean Diff. COt. Ditf P-Value

b)

\983,1996
1983,1997
1983,1998
1996,1997
1996.1998
1991,1998

8.116
7.087
2.839

-1.029
-5.276
-4.247

6.673 0.02 S
2.564 <0.0001 S
2.887 0.05
7.067 0.8
7.191 0.1
3,708 0.02 S

Fhller'l PLSD for lelllfb
Effect:ynr
Sipiflc••ce Lenl: 5-;.

MeanDilT. erit. DiIT P-Value
1983,1996
1983,1997
1983,1998
1996,1997
1996,1998
1997,1998

33.026
29.163

5.968
-3.864

-27.059
·23.195

26.542 0.01
10.198 <0.000
1\.484 '0.3
28.109 0.8
28.600 OJ:16
14.748 0.002 S
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Appendix E. POSI hoc examinalion on two-way ANOVA for mass by year (a) and period
(b)ofaduh Atlantic Puffins breeding at the Gannet Islands in 1996, 1997 and 1998. See
section 2.3.4.1 of this thesis..)

Fisller's PLSD for mus
Effect: year
Slpificuce Lenl: 5 ./.

Mean Diff. erit. Diff P-Value

b)

1996,1997
1996,1998
1997,1998

7.066
-7.208

·14.275

4.865 0.005 S
12.791 0.3
12.982 0.03 S

Fisher's PLSD for mItIS
Effect: period
SiplRcuce Level: 5 ./.

Mean Diff. eri1. Diff
1,2 3.915 11.726
I, 3 22.564 11.836
2, 3 18.649 4.808

P-Value
0.5
0.0002 S

<0.0001 S
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Appendix F. Post hoc examination on a series ofone·way ANOVAs for Atlantic Puffin
chick growth parameters allheGannet Islands in 1996, 1997, 1998 and 1983. See section
2.3.7.2 ofthis thesis.

Cril.Diff P·Value

Fhller'l PLSD ror rate or mall gain
Effed: year
SipiRcuce Level: !Ii -/_

Mean Diff.
1983,1996
1983,1997
1983,1998
1996,1997
1996,1998
1997,1998

4.976
3.131
2.777

·1.845
·2.199

-.354

1.241 <0.0001 S
1.526 <0.0001 S
1.277 <0.0001 S
1.444 0.01 S
1.177 0.0003 S
1.475 0.6

Cnt. Oiff P-Value

Fhber'l PLSD ror nte or wia& IeDgth pla
Effect: YEAR
S....lfIcuce Level: !Ii %

MeanOiff.
1983,1996
1983,1997
1983,1998
1996,1997
1996,1998
1997,1998

.106

.142
-.0\8
.036

-.124
-.160

.391 0.6

.470 0.6

.393 1.0

.452 0.9

.372 0.5

.454 0.5

P·ValueCrit.Diff

Filher'l PLSD ror chick IIlU1 age 1·3 d
Effect: YEAR
SlgniRcaace Level: 5 -/_

Mean Dill.
1983,1996
1983,1997
1983.1998
1996,1997
1996,1998
1997,1998

-2.500
-11.033

-5.667
-8.533
-3.167
5.366

3.256
5.250
3.448
5.044
3.126
5.170

.1313
<.0001

.0014

.0010

.0471

.0420
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Crit. Diff P-Yalue

Appendix F(continued)

Fisher's PLSD ror chick ..... 10-12 d
Effect: YEAR
SipifielllCc Len): 5 %

Mean Diff.
1983,1996
1983,1997
1983,1998
1996,1997
1996,1998
1997,1998

-6.570
-16.710
-29.707
-10.140
-23.136
-12.997

9.873 0.2
18.118 0.07
10.126 <0.0001 S
17.710 0.3
9.376 <0.0001 S

17.852 0.2

Crit.Diff P-Yalue

Fhtter's PLSD ror chick JIlUI 37-40 d
Effect: YEAR
SipiRcuce Level: 5 -;_

Mean Diff.
1983,1996
1983,1997
1983,1998
1996,1997
1996,1998
1997,1998

111.948
24.844
42.938

-87.104
-69.009
18.094

17.595 <0.0001 S
21.413 0.02 S
19.886 <0.0001 S
20.766 <0.0001 S
19.187 <0.0001 S
22.740 0.1

Fisher's PLSD ror peakmus
Effect: YEAR
SlpifluBce Lenl: 5-1.

Mean Dill. Crit. Diff P-Valuc:
1983.1996 109.843 16.580 <.0001
1983,1997 30.007 18.508 .0017
1983.1998 54.769 15.196 <.0001
1996.1997 -79.836 19.192 <.0001
1996,1998 -55.074 16.021 <.0001
1997,1998 24.762 18.009 .0074
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Appendix F (continued)

Crit. Dill

FlsIter's PLSD ror fledge IUSS

Effed:YEAR
SipHkaace Lnel: 5 ".

Mean Dif[ P-Value
1983,1996
1983,1997
1983,1998
1996,1997
1996,1998
1997,1998

66.765
17.979
14.265

-48.786
-52.500

-3.714

44.892
19.592
29.551
46.639
51.620
32.144

0.004 S
0.07
0.3
0.04
0.05
0.8

eril. Diff P-Value

Fhlller's PLSD ror chick wi.glftlatb .. 1-3 d
Effed: YEAR
SlpiOcuce Level: 5 ".

Mean Diff.
1983,1996
1983,1997
1983,1998
1996,1997
1996,1998
1997,1998

-.145
.133

·1.591
.278

-1.446
-1.725

1.225 0.8
1.975 0.9
1.297 0.02 S
1.898 0.8
1.176 0.02 S
1.945 0.08

P·ValueCrit.Dill

Filberts PLSD ror chick wi_g k_gtb 10-12 d
EfI'ect:YEAR
Siplflcance Level: 5 ".

Mean Diff.
1983,1996
1983,1997
1983,1998
1996,1997
1996,1998
1997,1998

.164
-6.420
-7.913
·6.584
-8.077
·1.493

2.110
3.872
2.164
3.785
2.004

3.815

.8782

.0013
<.0001

.0008
<.0001

.4401
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Appendix F (continued)

P-ValucCrit.Diff

Fhur'l PLSD for chick wi1111ta1lb 37-tO d
EfI'tct:YEAR
Sipiflcuce Lenl: 5-t.

Mean Difr.
1983,1996
1983,1997
1983,1998
1996,1997
1996,1998
1997,1998

9.364
-1.197
-3.637

-10.562
-13.001

-2.440

4.270
5.197
4.826
5.039
4.656
5.519

<0.0001 S
0.6
0.1

<0.0001 S
<0.0001 S

0.4

P-ValucCrit.Diff

Fhher'l PLSD for wiligleDllb at peak ••11
[fI'ect:VEAR
Siplflcuce Level: 5-1e

Mean Diff.
1983,1996
1983,1997
1983,1998
1996,1997
1996,1998
1997,1998

8.428
-4.656
1.784

-13.084
-6.644
6.440

6.628
7.380
6.090
7.569
6.319
7.103

0.01
0.2
0.6
0,(1009 S
0.04 S
0.08
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Appendi:t F (continued)

Fblaer'l PLSD for fledge wiBllealdt
ElI'ect:YEAR
Siplfkaace Ln'eI: 5 %

Mean Diff. Crit.Diff p.vaJue
1983,1996
1983.1997
1983.1998
1996.1997
1996,1998
1997,1998

.062 7.072 1.0
1.205 3.109 0.4
.762 4.666 0.7

1.143 7.335 0.8
.700 8.118 0.9

-.443 5.055 0.9

CritDift'

Fisher's PLSD (or ate at peak mass
Effect: YEAR
Sipificuce Lenl: 5 ·1.

Mean Dift'. P-Value
1983,1996
1983,1997
1983,1998
1996,1997
1996,1998
1997,1998

·U)60
-.894
4.083

.166
5.143
4.977

3.679
4.297
3.562
4.350
3.624
4.251

.5690

.6809

.0250 S

.9397

.0058

.0222
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P-Value

Appendilt G. Post hoc eltamination on one-way ANOVAs for Atlantic Puffin growth
parameters. Colony-years I, 2 and 3 represent Gannet Islands study years 1996, 1997
and 1998. Colony-year 5 is Gull Island 1998. See section 3.3.7.2 of this thesis.

Fisher's PLSD for mass pill per or
Efftd: coloay~ynr
SipiReaace Level: 5 .".

Mean DitT. CrilDiff P-Valuc
1,2 -1.291 1.11\ 0.02 S
1,3 -2.249 .947 <0.0001 S
I, S -2.225 1.158 0.0002 S
2,3 -.959 1.163 0.1
2,5 -.935 1.340 0.2
3,5 .024 1.208 1.0

Fidler's PLSD for wUlCll'ltgth lala per oy
Effect: coIHy-ynr
Siplfkuee Level: 5.".

Mean DifT. Crit Diff P-Value
1.2 -3.894
1,3 -4.087
1,5 -4.062
2,3 -.192 .238 0.1
2,5 -.168 .275 0.2
3.5 .024 .247 0.8

Fblter's PLSD for ..an at age 1-3 d
Efftd: colony~ynr
Sipifk:aDtt Ltvel: 5 .".

Mean Diff. CritDiff
1,2
1,3
1,5
2,3
2.5
3,5

-8.960 5.572
-3.268 3.337
2.735 3.894
5.692 5.694

11.695 6.037
6.003 4.067

0.002 S
0.05
0.2
0.05
0.000
0.004
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Appendix G (continued)

Fislter'. PLSD for mass at age 10-12 d
Erred: ~y-year
Sipifkaace Level: 5.".

Mean Oift Crit. Oiff P-Value
I, 2 -11.270 19.169 0.2
1.3 -23.846 10.429 <0.0001 S
1,5 3.460 11.146 0.5
2,3 -12.576 19.331 0.2
2.5 14.731 19.727 0.1
3,5 27.307 11.422 <0.0001 S

Fisber's PLSD for ..... at age 37-tO d
Erred: coIoIIy-year
Siplflcuee Level: 5 ·1.

Mean Diff. Crit.Diff P-Value
I, 2 -86.040 24.771 <0.0001 S
J. 3 -68.985 21.635 <0.0001 S
1,5 47.069 23.098 0.0001 S
2,3 17.054 26.369 0.2
2,5 133.109 27582 <0.0001 S
3,5 116.055 24.804 <0.0001 S

Fisber's PLSD for peak IIlU1
Erretl: coIoay-year
Siplflcuee Level: 5 ·1.

Mean Difl". erit. Oiff P·Value
1,2 -65.386 34.165 0.0003 S
1,3 -46.892 32.237 0.005 S
I, 5 40.400 35.369 0.03 S
2, 3 18.494 22.053 0.1
2,5 105.786 26.422 <0.0001 S
3,5 87.292 23.817 <0.0001 S
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Appendix G (continued)

fisher's PLSD for fIecIce IUU
EfTtd: coloay·year
Slpifkaac:e Le'Vd: S ·1.

Mean Oiff. Crit.Diff P-Value
1, 2 -37.000 27.261 0.01
1. 3 -44.833 30.478 0.008
1,5 2.167 30.478 0.9
2,3 ·7.833 23.608 0.5
2,5 39.167 23.608 0.004
3,5 47.000 27.261 O.l)()3

Fisher's PLSD for wmlle...... 1-3 d
Effect: coloDy-year
SipinCUlft Lnd: S .;.

Mean Oift: Cnl. Diff P-Value
I, 2 .177 1.954 0.8
I,] -1.447 1.214 0.02 S
1,5 .390 1.416 0.6
2,3 -1.725 2.001 0.1
2,5 .113 2.129 1.0
3,5 1.8]8 1.479 0.02 S

fisher's PLSD for wlDglngtll'le I~U d
Effect: colony-yeu
Sipificaace Level: S e;.

Mean Oiff. erit.Diff P.value
I, 2 -6.584 4.383 0.004 S
1,3 -8.077 2.321 <0.0001 S
1,5 -].889 2.651 0.004 S
2,] -1.493 4.419 0.5
2,5 2.695 4.601 0.2
],5 4.188 2.709 0.003 S
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P-Value

Appendix G (continued)

FisJler', PLSO ror wlDa leagth .t pnkm..,
EfI'ed: cololay-ye.r
Siptfkuct Level: 5 ·1.

Mean Diff. Crit. Diff P-Value
1,2 ·13.084 8.267 0.002 S
1,3 -6.644 6.901 0.06
1.5 -3.489 10.072 0.5
2,3 6.440 7.757 0.1
2,5 9.595 10.677 0.08
3,5 3.155 9.658 0.5

Fisher', PLSO ror wlDa Ieagth .t fie.
Efred: cokHay-yur
Signiflcu« uvel: 5 -I.

Mean DitT. Crit. DitT PNalue
I, 2 1.143 6.938 0.7
1,3 .700 7.679 0.9
1,5 1.167 8.378 0.8
2, 3 -.443 4.782 0.8
2, 5 .024 5.839 1.0
3.5 .467 6.703 0.9

Fisher'. PUO ror ·1.Mlult ...IS 1-3 d
Efred: col-ye.r
Siplfkut« Level: 5-1.

Mean DitT. Crit. DitT
1,2
1,3
1,5
2,3
2,5
3,5

-1.657 1.070
-.623 .641
-.281 .748
1.034 1.094
1.376 1.159
.342 .781

0.003 S
0.06
0.5
0.06
0.02 S
0.4
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Appendix G (continued)

Fillttr's PLSD for %adilit mass 10-12 d
Efred: col-ye.r
Sipifkuee Level: !Ii ~.

Mean Oifr. Crit. Diff P-Value
I, 2 -1.623 2.759 0.2
1,3 -3.318 1.501 <0.0001 S
1,5 -.835 1.604 0.3
2,3 -1.695 2.782 0.2
2,5 .788 2.839 0.6
3, 5 2.483 1.644 0.004 S

Fisher's PLSD for ·/•..tllh alUS 37-40 d
Erred: col-year
Sipifkmce Level: !Ii ./.

Mean Dill Crit. Diff P-Value
1,2 -11.343 3.265 <0.0001 S
1,3 -8.970 2.851 <0.0001 S
1,5 3.491 3.044 0.03 S
2,3 2.373 3.475 0.2
2,5 14.834 3.635 <0.0001 S
3,5 12.462 3.269 <0.0001 S
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Appendix G (continued)

Fisher's PLSD (or %adult IUSS peak
Effecl: coI-ye.r
SlgaIfk..ce Level: 5 ".

Mean DitT. en" DitT P-Value
1.2 -9.275 4.897 0.0004 S
I. 3 -6.522 4.621 0.1)01 S
1,5 2.051 5.070 0.4
2.3 2.753 3.161 0.09
2.5 11.326 3.787 <0,(1001 S
3,5 8.573 3.423 <0.0001 S

Fisher's PLSD (or ".ad_1t mus fledge
Effect:toI-yur
Sipiflcaace Level: 5".

Mean Diff. ent. DitT P-Value
I, 2 -4.863 3.704 0.02
1.3 -5.892 4.142 0.01
1,5 -2.945 4.142 0.1
2,3 -1.028 3.208 0.5
2.5 1.918 3.208 0.2
3,5 2.947 3.704 0.1
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